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Abstract— In channel-hopping (CH)-based distributed cogni-1

tive radio networks (CRNs), the time duration that secondary2

users (SUs) spend for establishing communication links is called3

access delay. To evaluate access delay, we propose an access4

delay model by jointly considering imperfect spectrum sensing5

and multi-channel multi-SU transmission, from the cross-layer6

perspective. The model considers two typical scenarios. The first7

scenario assumes that the SUs do not use contention scheme (CS)8

which indicates that the time slot is relatively shorter to just9

allow a transmission. The second scenario assumes that the10

SUs employ CS [i.e., modified Distributed Coordination Function11

(DCF)-based Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance12

(CSMA/CA) in this paper], which indicates that the time slot13

is long enough to regulate multiple transmissions. We then14

propose a bio-inspired algorithm for the first scenario and a self-15

adaptive step-length algorithm for the second scenario to search16

for the optimal values of spectrum sensing parameters. The17

theoretical analysis and simulation results validate the proposed18

access delay model and show that the proposed algorithms can19

reduce the most redundant computation. They also show that the20

optimization of cross-layer parameters can significantly decrease21

SUs’ access delay. Moreover, we conduct a cost-benefit analysis22

to evaluate the performance of the two scenarios.23

Index Terms— Blind rendezvous, cognitive radio networks,24

channel-hopping, optimization, spectrum sensing.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

COGNITIVE radio (CR) has emerged as an advanced27

and promising technology to exploit wireless spectrum28
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opportunistically. In CRNs, any pair of SUs are required to 29

locate each other on the spectrum to establish a communication 30

link, which is referred to as ‘rendezvous’ [1]. Typically, 31

employing a dedicated common control channel (CCC) is 32

manageable and effective to exchange rendezvous information. 33

Hence, most early works use CCC [2]–[4] to facilitate the 34

rendezvous process. However, the CCC design may be inflex- 35

ible or even fragile in highly dynamic networks scenarios, 36

especially in distributed CRNs. Thus, various CH algorithms, 37

which do not rely on any preassigned controller or CCC, 38

have been widely studied to tackle the rendezvous problem in 39

distributed CRNs. In these works [1], [5]–[10], [19]–[21], [26], 40

a sender SU and a receiver SU are described as Achieve Ren- 41

dezvous if they hop on a same channel in the same time slot. 42

The amount of time that they spend for achieving rendezvous 43

is called Time To Rendezvous (TTR). Even though CH-based 44

rendezvous schemes can overcome the drawbacks introduced 45

by CCC-based rendezvous schemes, TTR of CH scheme is 46

relatively longer due to the fact that SUs with CH scheme 47

have to hop on and access every available channel for any 48

potential rendezvous [9]. Hence, the key objective in designing 49

CH scheme is to minimize TTR. Most of these designs 50

focus on developing an effective CH sequence [1], [5]–[10], 51

[19], [20], [26]. However, SUs that achieve rendezvous cannot 52

always communicate with each other because of transmission 53

collision caused by multiple SUs hopping on a same channel 54

and transmitting at the same time. In this paper, the time dura- 55

tion taken by a pair of SUs for establishing a communication 56

link (i.e., successfully exchanging rendezvous information) is 57

called access delay. In distributed CRNs, the first step for 58

SUs is to establish communication links with each other. In 59

this sense, access delay is an important metric to evaluate 60

performance of forming distributed CRNs. 61

Contention scheme (CS) such as Distributed Coordination 62

Function (DCF) based Carrier Sense multiple Access/Collision 63

Avoidance (CSMA/CA), which allows multiple SUs to trans- 64

mit within the same time slot in a distributed manner, 65

is employed in many works to avoid collision [5]–[10], 66

[17]–[21], [27]. However, in this case, a long enough duration 67

has to be reserved in the time slot for SUs to contend for 68

transmission opportunities. Then, the access delay in CH 69

with CS (CHCS) may be large because it may take SUs 70
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Fig. 1. Transmission patterns for CHCS and CHNCS scenarios.

Fig. 2. Structures of time slot with different sensing durations for CHCS
and CHNCS.

multiple slots to achieve rendezvous with target SUs. In CH71

without CS (CHNCS), the time slot can be relatively short72

for only allowing one transmission of rendezvous information;73

thus, SUs may establish communication links with smaller74

access delay. The differences between these two scenarios75

are depicted in Fig. 1. As depicted in Fig. 1 (a), in CHNCS76

scenario, the transmission duration of a time slot only contains77

a RTS/CTS transmission or collision by multi-SU transmis-78

sion. However, for CHCS in Fig. 2 (b), though there may79

also exist collisions during transmission duration in the time80

slot, SUs may still successfully transmit RTS/CTS within the81

transmission duration; this is because that large transmission82

duration is reserved to allow multiple transmissions by using83

CSMA/CA. Comparing Fig. 1 (a) and (b), CHNCS has short84

duration of time slot but is easy to cause collision while CHCS85

allows multiple transmissions but has long transmission dura-86

tion. Hence, impacts of length of time slot and CS in CH on87

access delay should be analyzed to evaluate the performance88

of access delay in both CHCS and CHNCS scenarios.89

In order to protect primary users’ (PU) transmissions, SUs90

have to perform spectrum sensing to sense PUs’ activities91

on channels and avoid interferences. However, it is likely for92

SUs to perform imperfect spectrum sensing in practice. Once93

imperfect spectrum sensing occurs, SUs will either not access94

an idle channel (false detection) or access a channel that PUs95

are using (miss detection).96

The structures of time slot with different sensing durations 97

for CHCS and CHNCS are shown in Fig. 2. On the one 98

hand,long enough duration of spectrum sensing can provide 99

accurate sensing results that contribute to protect PUs and 100

avoid wasting transmission opportunities in both CHCS and 101

CHNCS. On the other hand, in the case of CHNCS, as shown 102

in Fig. 2 (a), long spectrum sensing time results in long time 103

slot, which may increase access delay; in the case of CHCS, 104

as shown in Fig. 2 (b), long spectrum sensing time results 105

in short contention time whereas multiple SUs should be 106

given long enough time to use CS for exchanging rendezvous 107

information on the rendezvous channel. 108

In this paper,1 we formulate the access delay model and 109

propose corresponding optimization algorithms for both CHCS 110

and CHNCS scenarios. The main contributions are as follows. 111

• We formulate the novel access delay model based on 112

the assumptions that SUs employ CS (i.e., CHCS) and 113

that SUs do not employ CS (i.e., CHNCS) respectively, 114

in CH based rendezvous; the model jointly considers 115

the impacts of imperfect spectrum sensing, specific CH 116

algorithm and multi-SU transmission under the constraint 117

of interference to PUs. 118

• We propose a methodology to analyze the number of time 119

slots consumed for rendezvous of CH algorithms, and 120

derive closed-form expressions of average number of time 121

slots consumed for the first rendezvous and successive 122

rendezvous. 123

• We propose a bio-inspired algorithm which employs 124

the firefly algorithm [13] to quickly search the optimal 125

parameters (i.e., sensing duration and detection thresh- 126

old) for CHNCS; we propose an algorithm which can 127

autonomously adjust step-length for searching optimal 128

parameters (i.e., sensing duration) for CHCS. 129

• We investigate the benefit and cost of establishing com- 130

munication links using CHNCS over CHCS in terms of 131

access delay and analyze performance of both CHNCS 132

and CHCS under different scenarios where there exist 133

different number of SUs and channels. 134

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 135

reviews related work. Section III describes the system model 136

and outlines the access delay problem. Section IV presents 137

analysis of multi-channel multi-SU access for both CHNCS 138

and CHCS. Section V presents analysis of channel hopping 139

algorithm where Sender Jump-Receiver Wait (SJ-RW) [9] 140

is taken as an example. Section VI presents optimization 141

algorithms on access delay for both CHNCS and CHCS. 142

Section VII presents simulation results and discusses impacts 143

of number of SUs and channels. Finally, Section VIII con- 144

cludes the paper. 145

II. RELATED WORK 146

There exist some works focusing on delay analysis and 147

optimization in CRNs [14]–[16], [23], [27]. Wang et al. [14] 148

study SUs’ queueing delay performance by taking a fluid 149

queue approximation approach in which queue dynamics is 150

1The part of the work studied in this paper is submitted to IEEE Globecom
2018 and is accepted.
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TABLE I

MAIN NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

represented as Poisson driven stochastic differential equations.151

Liang et. al [15] derive the average packet transmission delay152

for periodic switching channel scheme and triggered switching153

channel scheme, besides, for each switching scheme, they154

consider two types of real-time traffic, i.e., random burst of155

packets and Poisson arrival of packets. Even though these156

two works both consider multi-user contention in analyzing157

delay, they all assume that the spectrum sensing is perfect.158

Li et al. [16] analyze the expected per-hop delay incorpo-159

rating the sensing delay and transmission delay in multi-hop160

multi-flow CRNs, considering imperfect spectrum sensing and161

transmission contention, but the analysis lacks of consideration162

of spectrum access mechanism (e.g., CCC or CH). Moreover,163

there is a type of delay resulted from the specific character-164

istics of designing an opportunistic spectrum access scheme165

in CRNs, e.g., [23], [27]. Hossain and Sarkar [23] propose166

a MAC scheme for CH based rendezvous with analysis of167

medium access delay and queueing delay; though it is claimed168

that quorum CH algorithm is used to establish the rendezvous,169

the impact of neither CH algorithm nor imperfect spectrum170

sensing on delay is considered. Liu et al. [27] analyze the171

impacts of rendezvous failure and neighbor contention on172

optimizing time slot and propose a simple MAC scheme173

for slot-asynchronous CH based rendezvous. However, the174

analysis is mainly based on the assumption of one neighbor175

SU, and the analysis also lacks of consideration of imperfect176

spectrum sensing and specific CH algorithm.177

On the other hand, the increasing number of applications178

motivates the research on rendezvous-guaranteed CH sequence179

design (e.g., [1], [5]–[10], [19], [20], [26]). These works can be180

mainly divided into two categories: A) the design is based on181

the system or theory with inherent attribute like rotation clo-182

sure property (RCP) which can achieve guaranteed rendezvous183

with different delay offsets [e.g., disjoint difference set [5],184

quorum system [7], [19], balanced incomplete block design185

(BIBD) [10], [20]], and B) the design is based on partially-186

random scheme with set pattern like jump-stay (hop-wait)187

mainly employing Mod operation, e.g., [1], [6], [8] and [9].188

However, all above works fail to consider the impact of multi-189

SU transmission (e.g., collision). Therefore, Liu and Xie [21]190

analyze impact of collision and congestion on performance191

of rendezvous. They further develop a framework which can192

optimize system parameters to adapt to the dynamic network. 193

However, they do not take into consideration the impacts, 194

in practice, of detailed CH sequence and rendezvous scenarios. 195

Though the related works mentioned above focus on differ- 196

ent aspects of CRNs, they fail to jointly take into consideration 197

the impact of detailed operations in PHY layer (i.e., imperfect 198

spectrum sensing) and MAC layer (i.e., exchanging infor- 199

mation/data with specific CH or CCC scheme). Considering 200

detailed operations surely helps performance evaluation more 201

accurate. 202

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES 203

For better readability, Table I shows the key notations used 204

in describing our proposal. In this paper, we use different 205

superscripts (i.e., ncs for CHNCS and cs for CHCS) to 206

identify different functions and expressions which represent 207

the same meaning. 208

We consider a distributed CRN where there are N SUs 209

coexisting with PUs in the same geographical area. All SUs 210

and PUs share the same set of non-overlapping M channels, 211

and they all communicate with each other using a time-slotted 212

method. Each SU is equipped with a half-duplex radio which is 213

capable of detecting channel availability and switching among 214

these M channels. Given that the channel switch overhead 215

is in the order of microseconds [24] and the duration of a 216

time slot is in the order of milliseconds (e.g., 10 ms in IEEE 217

802.22 [11]), we consider that the channel switch overhead is 218

negligible. 219

SUs in distributed CRN are assumed to rendezvous 220

with each other and further establish communication links. 221

As shown in Fig. 3, a sender SU first senses the channel that 222

it hops on. If the channel is sensed as idle, then the sender 223

SU sends the rendezvous request (e.g., RTS) to try to establish 224

a communication link with its receiver SU. If the sender SU 225

receives the rendezvous acknowledgement (e.g., CTS) from 226

its receiver SU successfully, this pair of SUs setup the link. 227

However, if the channel is sensed as busy or the sender SU 228

fails to receive the rendezvous acknowledgement in current 229

time slot, it then hops on another channel in the next time slot 230

and continues the sensing-access process. Hence, each time 231

slot for both CHNCS and CHCS is composed of two parts: 232
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Fig. 3. Sensing-access process to establish communication link with CH
scheme in multi-SU CRN.

spectrum sensing duration Tss and transmission duration Ttr233

(shown in Figs. 1 and 2), i.e.,234

Tslot = Tss + Ttr. (1)235

In CRNs, channel state is determined by PUs’ activities.236

The PU’s traffic is modeled as a 1-0 renewal process [12]237

where “1” represents that the channel is busy in a time slot238

and “0” represents the channel is idle. To simplify the analysis,239

we assume that the channel state is steady during the time240

slot and the average time holding for state “1” is α and β for241

state “0”. Therefore, in any time slot, the channel is busy with242

probability Pb = α
α+β and idle with probability Pi = β

α+β .243

It is worth noting that the objective is to minimize access244

delay by optimizing both PHY and MAC parameters in245

CH-based multi-channel multi-SU distributed CRNs. Indeed,246

we do not consider data throughput (i.e., data transmission247

in a time slot) in the proposed access delay model. Hence,248

we assume that SUs, during Ttr, attempt to exchange only249

rendezvous information. Data transmission operations can be250

performed by SUs with some specific protocols ( [3], [11]).251

This assumption minimizes the impact of data transmission252

scheme on establishing communication links. Thus, we can253

establish a general purpose access delay model, which can be254

easily adapted to different protocols with specific transmission255

schemes.256

A. Spectrum Sensing257

To make the proposed optimization approach generally258

applicable, we adopt the widely used energy detection scheme259

[11], [12], [22] to perform spectrum sensing. Therefore,260

according to [12], the probability of false detection is then261

given by262

Pf (ε, Tss) = Pr(Y > ε|H0) =
1
2
erfc

(
ε − fsTss

2
√

fsTss

)
, (2)263

where Y is the sensing result which is the sum of samples,264

ε denote the detection threshold, fs represent the sampling265

frequency, H0 denotes the hypothesis that the licensed channel266

Fig. 4. Illustration of TTR and TSR. The “R” in gray blocks means the
rendezvous time slots and numbers represent channel indices.

is unoccupied and erfc(·) is the complementary error function 267

of the standard Gaussian [22]. Under hypothesis H1 that the 268

PU is active on the licensed channel, let γ = σs/σn denote 269

the PUs’ signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measured at the SUs’ 270

receiver; the probability of detection can be derived as 271

Pd(ε, Tss)=Pr(Y > ε|H1)=
1
2
erfc

(
ε−fsTss (1+γ)

2
√

fsTss (1 + 2γ)

)
, 272

(3) 273

and the probability of miss detection can be expressed as 274

Pm(ε, Tss) = Pr(Y < ε|H1) = 1 − Pd(ε, Tss). (4) 275

B. Access Delay 276

If the sender SU wants to establish a communication link 277

with its receiver SU, they should first achieve rendezvous by 278

following CH sequences. The process is depicted in Fig. 4, 279

where SUs spend Time To Rendezvous (TTR) to achieve 280

first rendezvous, or they have to spend Time of Successive 281

Rendezvous (TSR) for each rendezvous after they fail to 282

achieve the first rendezvous. The success or failure of each 283

rendezvous relates to two conditions: 1) Access the channel 284

as SUs sense the channel is idle (with probability PCSI ), and 285

2) SUs exchange RTS/CTS successfully on the rendezvous 286

channel (with probability PERI ). 287

PCSI relates to PUs’ activity and SUs’ sensing results. If Y 288

is smaller than ε, the channel is idle; this can be represented 289

as PCSI = Pr(Y < ε). Considering miss detection, false 290

detection and PUs’ activities, the probability of channel being 291

sensed idle is expressed as 292

PCSI = Pr (Y < ε|H0) Pr(H0) + Pr (Y < ε|H1) Pr(H1) 293

= (1 − Pf (ε, Tss)) · Pi + Pm · Pb. (5) 294

Let “A” denote the event that the channel sensed by a 295

SU is idle and “E” denote the event that the SU succeeds 296

in transmission contention. The probability PBL that the SU 297

establishes a communication link with its receiver can be 298

expressed as 299

PBL = Pr(AE) = Pr(A)Pr(E|A) 300

= PCSI(ε, Tss, Ttr) · PERI(ε, Tss, Ttr), (6) 301

where PERI(ε, Tss, Ttr) represents Pr(E|A). 302

Furthermore, let ATTR represent the average number of time 303

slots that SUs take for achieving the first rendezvous, and let 304

ATSR denote average number of time slots taken for successive 305
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rendezvous, then expected access delay TAD for CHNCS can306

be expressed as307

T ncs
AD = Tslot · [(ATTR + 1)PBL308

+
∞∑

n=1

PBL(1−PBL)n(ATTR+1+n(ATSR+1))]309

= T ncs
slot · [ATTR + 1 +

1 − Pncs
BL

Pncs
BL

· (ATSR + 1)].310

(7)311

where Tslot represents the duration of the time slot. Similarly,312

for CHCS, the access delay is313

T cs
AD = T cs

slot · [ATTR + 1 +
1 − P cs

BL

P cs
BL

· (ATSR + 1)] + Δ,314

(8)315

where Δ is average time duration consumed for contention in316

the rendezvous time slot.317

Both Eq. 13 and Eq. 14 indicate that SUs on average318

undergoes 1−P cs
BL

P cs
BL

rendezvous failures including failure in first319

attempt of rendezvous. The difference of access delay between320

CHCS and CHNCS lies on whether CS is employed or not,321

i.e., Tslot, PERI(ε, Tss, Ttr) and Δ.322

IV. ANALYSIS OF TRANSMISSION IN A TIME SLOT323

In distributed CRNs, SUs are likely to randomly select324

CH sequences generated by CH algorithm. Some existing CH325

algorithms [5], [7], [9], [10], [19], [20] are able to regulate SUs326

to hop uniformly between channels. Hence, we assume that327

each SU hops on and senses a specific channel with probability328

1/M . Then, the probability that the other ns SUs hop on and329

sense the same channel with the corresponding SU can be330

expressed as331

P (ns)=Cns

N−1 ·
(

1
M

)ns

·
(

M − 1
M

)N−1−ns

, ns≤N−1.332

(9)333

Once multiple SUs hop on the same channel and sense334

it as idle, they will transmit RTS/CTS immediately in the335

case of CHNCS or contend for the channel in the case of336

CHCS. In both scenarios, the SUs suffer from two kinds337

of failed transmissions: (a) collisions with SU’s and/or PUs’338

transmissions and (b) SUs fail to achieve rendezvous.339

Let Pc denote the probability of transmission collision, Pc340

can be expresses as341

Pc = P s
c + P p

c − P s
c · P p

c , (10)342

where P s
c (P p

c ) is the probability that the transmission collides343

with other SUs’ (PUs’) transmissions. Collisions with other344

SUs occur only when at least one of the ns SUs transmit. Let345

τ denote the transmission probability; P s
c can be expressed as346

P s
c =

N−1∑
ns=1

P (ns) · (1 − (1 − τ )ns). (11)347

The transmission collides with PUs’ transmissions only when348

miss detection occurs. Then, P p
c can be expresses as349

P p
c = Pm (ε, Tss) · Pb. (12)350

Fig. 5. Transmission scheme of IEEE 802.11 DCF adopted in CH-based
CRNs.

A. Multi-SU Transmission for CHNCS 351

In the CHNCS scenario, SUs only need to transmit 352

RTS/CTS for one time during the entire duration of the time 353

slot. Hence, Ttr is fixed and can be expressed as 354

T ncs
tr = tRTS + tCTS + SIFS, (13) 355

where tRTS and tCTS denote the transmission duration of 356

RTS and CTS respectively; SIFS is short for ‘short interframe 357

space’ defined in IEEE 802.11 standard. 358

Due to the fact that SUs in CHNCS will transmit imme- 359

diately once they sense the channel idle, τ for CHNCS in 360

Eq. (11) can be expressed as 361

τncs = 1. (14) 362

Then, PERI(ε, Tss, Ttr) for CHNCS can be expressed as 363

Pncs
ERI(ε, Tss, Ttr) = 1 − Pc(τncs). (15) 364

B. Multi-SU Transmission for CHCS 365

In the CHCS scenario, SUs employ CS to transmit 366

RTS/CTS on the same channel distributedly. Since IEEE 367

802.11 DCF-based CSMA/CA has been widely used in dis- 368

tributed wireless networks, we adopt the CS which is similar 369

to IEEE 802.11 DCF to regulate the transmissions in CHCS. 370

As the same in IEEE 802.11 DCF, when the backoff counter 371

decreases to zero, the SU starts to transmit; otherwise, it con- 372

tinues to decrease its backoff counter or freezes the counter 373

when it detects other SUs transmitting.2 The difference is 374

that, in conventional wireless networks, users do not need 375

to hop between channels during the contention-transmission 376

process, while, with slot-by-slot structure in multi-channel 377

CRNs, SUs have to hop on different channels after a fixed 378

period (i.e., Tslot). It may happen that after an SU wins a 379

transmission opportunity by CS, the time left in this time slot 380

is not enough for the transmission. To avoid this, a Reserve 381

Time (RT) (denoted by Trt) which has a minimal duration 382

required for exchanging RTS/CTS is placed in the end of each 383

time slot (see Fig. 5, for better clarity, the sensing operation 384

is ignored). Then, the durations of a transmission and RT are 385

expressed as 386

Ttx = tRTS + tCTS + SIFS + DIFS (16a) 387

Trt = tRTS + tCTS + SIFS. (16b) 388

2To avoid the channel busy time-inconsistency problem [17], each SU
freezes its backoff counter for a duration of Ttx when it detects a transmission
that is no matter successful or not.
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Fig. 6. State transition process of the corresponding SU in one time slot.

To derive P cs
ERI(ε, Tss, Ttr), we model the contention-389

transmission process as an absorbing Markov chain. The390

duration of T cs
tr is subdivided into Is backoff slots to construct391

a discrete time system; all backoff slots in each T cs
tr are labeled392

as 1, . . . , Is. Correspondingly, the durations of T cs
rt and T cs

tx are393

subdivided into Irt and Itx bakcoff slots, respectively. Note394

that if SUs fail to seize the opportunity within the first (Is−Irt)395

backoff slots, they will fail to establish communication links396

in current time slot. Hence, we only consider these (Is − Irt)397

backoff slots.398

During transmission contention process, as shown in Fig. 6,399

SUs may encounter one of the four possible events: 1) backoff400

operation, with probability pbf ; 2) backoff counter frozen due401

to other SUs’ transmissions, with probability pfz; 3) a failed402

transmission of the corresponding SU, with probability pft;403

and 4) a successful transmission of the SU, with probability404

pst. The probabilities of the four events can be expressed as405

pbf = (1 − τ) ·
N−1∑
ns=0

P (ns) · (1 − τ)ns (17a)406

pst = τ ·
N−1∑
ns=0

P (ns) · (1 − τ)ns (17b)407

pfz = (1 − τ) ·
N−1∑
ns=1

P (ns) · (1 − (1 − τ)ns) (17c)408

pft = τ ·
N−1∑
ns=1

P (ns) · (1 − (1 − τ)ns). (17d)409

According to Bianchi’s research [29], τ in Eqs. (11) and410

(17) can be derived as411

τcs =
2 (1 − 2pcs)

(1 − 2pcs) (W + 1) + pcsW (1 − (2pcs)m)
, (18)412

where W denotes the minimum contention window, m denotes413

the maximum backoff stage and pcs is the probability of a414

failed transmission. Considering failed transmissions due to415

failed rendezvous, pcs can be expressed as416

pcs = 1 − (1 − Pc) · Pren, (19)417

Fig. 7. One-step transition probability matrix of the absorbing Markov chain.

where Pren represents the probability that SUs achieve ren- 418

dezvous (details are in Section V). 419

In Fig. 6, SUs finally falls into one of the two absorbing 420

states: 1) “S”: successfully establishing a communication 421

link in current time slot and 2) “F ”: failing to establish a 422

communication link. We can formulate the canonical form of 423

one-step transition probability matrix P as 424

P =
[

Q R
0 I

]
, (20) 425

where I is the identity matrix and R is the probability matrix 426

of sates “S” and “F ” (see Fig. 7). 427

According to the Markov chain theory [30], the n-step 428

transition probability matrix without absorbing states can be 429

expressed as Qn in which the element (Qn)i,j is the (ij)th 430

entry of the matrix. (Qn)ij is also the probability that a 431

SU transits from state i to state j with n steps. Thus, the 432

probability pI
ij that an SU transits from state Ii to state Ij 433

can be expressed as 434

pI
ij =

∞∑
k=0

(
Qk
)
ij

. (21) 435

Let PI denote the transition probability matrix which 436

is composed of elements pI
ij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ Is − Irt). 437
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Fig. 8. Examples of rendezvous algorithms.

Since submatrix Q is a strict upper triangular matrix, PI can438

be expressed as439

PI =
∞∑

k=0

Qk =
Is−Irt∑

k=0

Qk = (I − Q)−1
. (22)440

In each time slot, an SU always starts from the beginning441

of the time slot (i.e., the state I1). Hence, PERI for CHCS442

can be expressed as443

P cs
ERI(ε, Tss, T

cs
tr ) =

(
PIR

)
11

=
Is−Irt∑

j=1

(
PI
)
1j

· pst. (23)444

Then, Δ can be expressed as445

Δ =
Is−Irt∑

j=1

j · (PI
)
1j

· pst. (24)446

V. ANALYSIS OF CH-BASED RENDEZVOUS447

A key condition for SUs to establish a link is to achieve448

rendezvous. For the sake of analysis, we assume that the PU449

activity is unchanged during the rendezvous process. Due to450

the fact that SUs can start a CH rendezvous process in a451

random time slot, the probabilities that SUs start hopping in452

time slot i or time slot j are equal. Then, the relationship453

between ATTR and ATSR is expressed as454

ATTR =
ATSR + 1

2
. (25)455

The A-type CH algorithms (see Section II) have inherent 456

regularity in CH sequences and thus it is easy to derive 457

ATSR of these algorithms. The B-type CH algorithms (see 458

Section II) usually use prime number modular arithmetic to 459

guarantee rendezvous, which can be seen as a circle walk 460

on a clock. However, the regularity and the periodicity of 461

these CH algorithms can still be derived via the analysis. The 462

regularity means that there are several rendezvous patterns 463

in a rendezvous algorithm, and all rendezvous scenarios are 464

contained in these rendezvous patterns. In each pattern, ren- 465

dezvous always occurs periodically, which is the periodicity. 466

We can employ the regularity to determine average number of 467

rendezvous slots in a periodicity. To be more specific, different 468

rendezvous patterns of the CH algorithm contain different 469

numbers of rendezvous slots (see Fig. 8). Then, the average 470

number of rendezvous slots in a periodicity with M channels 471

can be expressed as 472

E [RM ] =
Ω∑

ni
ren · pi

ren (∀i, i ∈ Ω), (26) 473

where ni
ren and pi

ren represent the number of rendezvous slots 474

in pattern i and the corresponding proportion respectively, 475

and Ω is set of all rendezvous patterns. 476

Fig. 8 shows examples of the regularity and the periodicity 477

of two typical CH algorithms (i.e., ACH [7] and JS [8]), where 478

there are 3 channels and time slots with the same underline 479

color belonging to same regularity. Because of the limited 480

space, we do not present detailed analysis of these algorithms. 481
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Fig. 9. Illustration of the rendezvous pattern.

Fig. 10. Examples of rendezvous patterns.

In this paper we take recent Sender Jump-Receiver Wait482

(SJ-RW) [9] as an example to analyze the ATSR due to483

its outstanding performance, which can represent the recent484

advance in this area. In SJ-RW algorithm, the period of the485

rendezvous pattern is M(M + 1) time slots. Every overlap486

of M(M + 1) time slots between any pairwise sequences487

(i.e., a sender’s and a receiver’s sequences) is equal to a488

rendezvous pattern with M(M + 1) time slots (see Fig. 9489

and refer to [9] for more details).490

In SJ-RW, the sender stays on a channel for a time slot491

while the receiver for M + 1 time slots. Hence, the sender492

repeats visiting one channel after visiting all channels when493

the receiver waits on the channel for M +1 time slots, which494

represents a rendezvous subpattern. More specifically, this495

indicates that if the repeating channel is the same channel496

that the receiver waits on, then during these M + 1 time497

slots there exist two rendezvous slots; we call this rendezvous498

subpattern as Two-Rendezvous Subpattern (see underlined suc-499

cessive time slots in Fig. 10), and the others One-Rendezvous500

Subpattern. Furthermore, if channel-visiting order of sender is501

the same with that of the receiver, then there will be M Two-502

Rendezvous Subpatterns and in total 2M rendezvous slots in503

a rendezvous pattern (see the second sequence in Fig. 10, i.e.,504

there are 3 Two-Rendezvous Subpatterns in this rendezvous505

pattern).506

We can determine that for a specific channel, if the sender’s507

channel-visit order of this channel is the same as the receiver’s,508

the Two-Rendezvous Subpattern occurs; otherwise, the509

One-Rendezvous Subpattern occurs. Furthermore, we can con-510

clude that permutations and combinations of Two-Rendezvous511

Subpatterns and One-Rendezvous Subpatterns are equivalent512

to the differences between sender’s and receiver’s channel-visit513

orders. This can be modeled as the Derangement Problem in514

Discrete Mathematics [28]. We refer to the same channel515

that the sender and receiver visit in a different order as the 516

derangement channel. According to the principle of inclusion- 517

exclusion, the number of patterns with k derangement channels 518

D (k) can be expressed as 519

D (k) = k!

(
k∑

r=2

(−1)r 1
r!

)
(k ≥ 2) . (27) 520

E [RM ] can be derived as 521

E [RM ] =
M∑

d=2

(2M − d) · Cd
M · D (d)

M !
+

2
(M − 1)!

, (28) 522

where d is the number of the derangement channels. Then, 523

ATSR can be expressed as 524

ATSR =
M (M + 1) − E [RM ]

E [RM ]
. (29) 525

From a long run of CH process, Pren can be derived as 526

Pren =
1

ATSR + 1
. (30) 527

Thus, we now get closed-form expressions of ATTR and 528

ATSR to further formulate access delay for CHCS and 529

CHNCS. 530

VI. OPTIMIZATION MODELS AND ALGORITHMS 531

The objective is to minimize access delays of both CHNCS 532

and CHCS by jointly optimizing ε and Tss, using the proposed 533

access delay model. In order to easily obtain optimized para- 534

meters in online applications, a Bio-inspired Fast Search (BFS) 535

algorithm for CHNCS and a Step-length Adaptation based Fast 536

Search (SAFS) algorithm for CHCS are proposed to search 537

for the optimal parameters and calculate the corresponding 538

minimum access delay, respectively. 539

A. Interference Probability Constraint 540

In order to ensure that PUs have the highest priority to 541

access spectrum, an interference probability threshold is set 542

to protect PUs from SUs’ interference in both CHNCS and 543

CHCS scenarios. 544

Actually, it is possible for SUs’ transmissions colliding 545

with PUs’ if miss detections occur and at least one SU 546

transmits during Ttr. Then, the interference probability can 547

be expressed as 548

PI(ε, Tss) = Pb · Pm(ε, Tss) · Ptra (31) 549

where Ptra is the conditional probability that at least one SU 550

transmits during Ttr, given that the channel is sensed idle. 551

B. Optimization for CHNCS 552

For CHNCS, due to Eq. (14), Ptra in Eq. (31) can be 553

expressed as 554

Pncs
tra = 1. (32) 555

Then, PI(ε, Tss) can be expressed as 556

Pncs
I (ε, Tss) = Pb · Pm(ε, Tss). (33) 557
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Fig. 11. P ncs
m vs. T ncs

access in varied Tss.

The optimization model on the access delay can be formu-558

lated as559

minimize
ε,Tss,

T ncs
AD560

subject to Pncs
I (ε, Tss) ≤ P̄I , (34)561

We run extensive simulations (i.e., exhaustive search on562

T ncs
ss ) to minimize T ncs

access; we found that the relation between563

Pncs
m and T ncs

access may not be monotone. For example,564

Fig. 11 shows that T ncs
access first deceases and increases with565

increasing Pncs
m . That is to say, for a given T ncs

ss and P̄I ,566

the optimal εncs
opt may satisfy Pncs

I (εncs
opt , T

ncs
ss ) < P̄I . Then,567

we use Firefly Algorithm [13] to develop a Bio-inspired Fast568

Search (BFS) algorithm to search for the optimal ε and Tss.569

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the algorithm.570

In Algorithm 1, Fncs
access is the formulation of access delay571

which can be obtained using Eqs. (5)–(7), (13) and (15).572

Rand(1) is the function that generates float number within573

(0,1). Light is the array of light intensity value of all fireflies,574

in ascending order. Lines 6-10 indicate that firefly i with575

smaller light intensity moves towards firefly j with larger576

light intensity and the step length is restrained by α, β and577

θ, which represent randomness factor, directional strength and578

absorption coefficient respectively. Lines 11-14 make sure that579

each firefly moves within the search range. Line 16 accelerates580

convergence of the firefly algorithm.581

C. Optimization for CHCS582

For CHCS, during T cs
tr there exist Is backoff slots; let P̂tra583

represent the probability that at least one SU transmits in a584

backoff slot. Ptra can be expressed as585

P cs
tra = 1 −

(
1 − P̂tra

)Is

, (35)586

where P̂tra can be expressed as587

P̂tra = 1 − (1 − τcs) ·
N−1∑
ns=0

P (ns) · (1 − τcs)ns. (36)588

Then, PI(ε, Tss) can be expressed as589

P cs
I (ε, Tss) = Pb · Pm(ε, Tss) · P cs

tra. (37)590

Algorithm 1 : BFS Algorithm for CHNCS
1: Input: number of fireflies NF , maximum number of iter-

ations IMax, search range of Tss (from T min
ss to T max

ss ).
2: Scaling of search range: SR = |T min

ss − T max
ss |

3: Initialize positions of NF fireflies: T i
ss = Rand(1)·SR and

εi = Rand(1) · ε̄(T i
ss)3

4: for I = 1 : MaxI do
5: Update Light Intensity Lighti of each firefly: Lighti =

1/Fncs
access(εi, T i

ss)
6: if Lighti < Lightj then

7: r =
√

(T i
ss − T j

ss)
2

+ (εi − εj)2.

8: β = (1 − βmin) · exp(−θr2) + βmin.
9: T i

ss = T i
ss(1 − β) + T j

ssβ + α(Rand(1) − 0.5) · SR.
10: εi = εi(1 − β) + εjβ + α(Rand(1) − 0.5) · ε̄(T i

ss).
11: if T i

ss ≤ T min
ss then T i

ss = T min
ss end if

12: if T i
ss ≥ T max

ss then T i
ss = T max

ss end if
13: if εi ≤ 0 then εi = 0 end if
14: if T i

ss ≥ ε̄(T i
ss) then εi = ε̄(T i

ss) end if
15: end if
16: α = (10−3

9 )
1

MaxI · α //reduce randomness
17: [Light, Index] = Sort([Light1, . . . , LightNF)
18: end for
19: Tss = Tss(Index) and ε = ε(Index)
20: T opt

ss = T NF
ss , εopt = εNF and T min

access = 1/LightNF

21: Output: the optimal Tss is T opt
ss , the optimal ε is εopt and

the minimum Taccess is T min
access.

Fig. 12. P cs
m vs. P cs

I in varied Tss.

The optimization model on access delay can be formulated as 591

minimize
ε,Tss,

T cs
AC 592

subject to P cs
I (ε, Tss) ≤ P̄I . (38) 593

According to Eqs. (4) and (35)–(37), P cs
I is an increasing 594

function of P cs
m (see Fig. 12). P cs

BL is also monotonically 595

increasing with respect to P cs
m (see Fig. 12). Besides, larger ε 596

results in larger P cs
m due to the fact that P cs

m is an increasing 597

3 ε̄(Tss) is the function of upper limit of ε that satisfy P ncs
I (ε, Tss) ≤ P̄I

for given Tss, which is erfcinv(1− P̄I
Pb

) ·2�fsTss(1 + 2γ)+fsTss(1+γ)

where erfcinv(·) is the inverse function of complementary error function.
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Algorithm 2 : SAFS Algorithm for CHCS
1: Input: regular search step length Sreg , minimum search

step length Smin, initial searching point T ini
ss , end search

point T end
ss .

2: Initialize access delay T 0
access for the given T ini

ss according
to F cs

access(Tss).
3: while T i

ss < T end
ss

4 do
4: T i

ss = T i−1
ss + Γ(λ)Sreg .5

5: Update T i
access with T i

ss according to F cs
access(Tss)

6: λi = (T i
access − T i−1

access)/(T i
ss − T i−1

ss )
7: if λi · λi−1 ≤ 0 then
8: for T j

ss = T i−2
ss : Smin : T i

ss do
9: Update T j

access with T j
ss according to F cs

access(Tss)
10: if T j

access ≤ T j−1
access then

11: T min
access = T j

access, T opt
ss = T j

ss

12: end if
13: end for
14: end if
15: end while
16: Output: the optimal Tss is T opt

ss and the minimum Taccess

is T min
access.

function of ε according to Eqs. (3) and (4). Hence, we have598

the following corollary:599

Corollary 1: The optimal values of ε and Tss, which satisfy600

P cs
I (ε, Tss) ≤ P̄I and minimize the access delay T cs

access are601

given by (ε∗, T ∗
ss), where P cs

I (ε∗, T ∗
ss) = P̄I .602

Proof: If we assume that the optimal values of ε and Tss603

exist such that P cs
I (ε∗, T ∗

ss) < P̄I , and there exists a ε0, such604

that ε0 > ε∗, then, we will have P cs
I (ε0, T ∗

ss) > P cs
I (ε∗, T ∗

ss)605

and P cs
m (ε0, T ∗

ss) > P cs
m (ε∗, T ∗

ss) resulting in P cs
BL(ε0, T ∗

ss) >606

P cs
BL(ε∗, T ∗

ss). Hence, we can conclude that for any given Tss,607

the optimal εopt must satisfy P cs
I (εopt, Tss) = P̄I608

Using Corollary 1, we can reduce the search space of609

(ε, Tss), and thus the search complexity, by converting610

a two-dimension solution space to one-dimension solution611

space. Then, we develop a Step-length Adaptation based Fast612

Search (SAFS) algorithm, to search for the optimal parame-613

ter T opt
ss and calculate the corresponding minimum T min

access.614

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code of the algorithm.615

In Algorithm 2, F cs
access(Tss) is the formulation of access616

delay function which can be obtained using Eqs. (5), (6), (8),617

(23) and (24). Γ(λ) is a function for adjusting step length of618

the search and is equal to Γ(λ) = e
1+e−λ2 − 0.65 where e is619

Euler Number; Sreg and Smin are 25μs and 2μs, respectively.620

Line 4 indicates that λ is the slope of at least one point between621

two adjacent step points (e.g., T i
ss and T i−1

ss ) on the curve622

of F cs
access(Tss) according to Lagrange Mean Value Theorem.623

Line 5 indicates that there is at least one minimum value of624

Taccess in [T i−2
ss , T i

ss] (i.e., where the adjacent slopes are625

neither positive nor negative). Then, in [T i−2
ss , T i

ss], exhaustive626

search on parameter Tss, is used to counteract the possibility627

of missing optimal value using the non-exhaustive search.628

4T i=0
ss represents T ini

ss .
5λ is initialized to 0.1 at the beginning.

TABLE II

SIMULATION PARAMETER AND VALUE

Fig. 13. Verification of access delay model for CHNCS with criteria of time
slot.

Fig. 14. Verification of access delay model for CHCS with criteria of time
slot.

VII. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS 629

In this section, the proposed model is validated and the 630

impact of spectrum sensing and multi-SU contention on access 631

delay is analyzed through extensive simulations. In simula- 632

tions, all SUs are randomly deployed within a space of 100m 633

× 100m, and each SU has a transmission range of 150m. The 634

Pi and Pb are both 0.5. The experimental results are mean 635

values from 150 independent simulations. Other simulation 636

parameters are listed in Table II. 637

A. Validation of Theoretical Model 638

In this subsection, we validate the rendezvous formula- 639

tion and multi-SU contention model in terms of time slots 640

taken for successfully establishing communication links, for 641

both CHNCS and CHCS without considering PUs’ activi- 642

ties. In simulations, SUs can hop on and try to establish 643

links on all channels (i.e., PCSI is equal to 1 for every 644

channel in the theoretical model). The results are shown 645

in Fig. 13 for CHNCS and Fig. 14 for CHCS. The theoretical 646

results perfectly match simulation results in Fig. 13 while 647
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Fig. 15. Access delay jointly impacted by sensing duration and detection
threshold in CHNCS scenario.

there are some slight differences between theoretical results648

and simulation results at some data points in Fig. 14. The649

reason is that, for CHNCS, the only impacting factor on time650

slots taken for successfully establishing communication links651

is the random time and channel of starting CH sequence,652

while for CHCS, another impacting factor is DCF in multi-653

SU contention (i.e., randomly selecting number of backoff654

slots). The impacts (i.e., randomly starting CH sequence and655

randomly selecting number of backoff slots) on number of656

time slots are also shown by error bar in Figs. 13 and 14.657

Specifically, as shown in Fig. 13, the number of time slots658

consumed increases exponentially when density of pairwise659

SUs is increased from 10 to 150 with M = 10, 20 and 30. The660

reason is that larger number of SUs causing more collisions661

which leads to much more time slots to establish links.662

Moreover, the standard deviation (i.e., range of error bar)663

increases with increasing density of pairwise SUs but664

decreases with increasing number of channels. This is because665

more collisions caused by larger number of SUs leads to much666

patterns of establishing links. For example, pairwise SUs may667

take either 7000 time slots or 3000 time slots to establish a668

link for M = 10 and N = 60. However, when the number of669

channels increases, which results in reducing average number670

of SUs on each channel, the collisions can be relieved; thus,671

standard deviation decreases.672

In Fig. 14, the relationship between the number of time673

slots and density of pairwise SUs shows basically linear with674

M = 10, 20 and 30. This can be explained by the fact that CS675

like DCF based CSMA/CA can further avoid collisions caused676

by large number of SUs on the same channel. This can be also677

reflected by the variation of the standard deviation which is678

smaller than that in Fig. 13.679

Statistically, the access delay formulations of both CHNCS680

and CHCS can well model SU’s characteristics in distributed681

CH-based CRNs.682

B. Validation of Proposed Algorithms683

The objective in this subsection is to validate the proposed684

algorithms. We run simulations in the scenario where M = 10685

and N = 20.686

Fig. 15 shows a 3-D plot of T ncs
access varying with Tss and687

ε, to reflect joint effects of sensing duration and detection688

Fig. 16. Result of BFS algorithm under M = 10 and N = 20.

threshold on access delay in CHNCS scenario, without con- 689

sidering the interference probability constraint. In Fig. 15, 690

Tss increases from 5μs to 300μs with interval of 5μs, and 691

ε increases from 5 to 1500 with interval of 5. For fixed ε, 692

T ncs
access first increases and then decreases and finally increases 693

sharply with increasing Tss. The difference of trends of T ncs
access 694

varying with ε for fixed Tss is that T ncs
access finally tends to be 695

stable. We observe that the optimal parameters are restricted 696

by the interference probability constraint stated in Eq. (41). 697

Without the interference probability constraint, the optimal Tss 698

and ε both tend to 0. This indicates that, without considering 699

PUs, SUs try to access every channel instead of operating 700

spectrum sensing. 701

Fig. 16 shows the result derived from BFS algorithm under 702

the configuration that the number of firefly is 20 and the 703

number of iterations is 30, with the constraint that PI is 704

5%. The parameters’ values used in the simulation are that, 705

βmin is 0.4, θ is 1 and α is 0.38. The best ‘firefly’ circled 706

with red line represents that the obtained optimal Tss is 707

57.8μs, optimal ε is 376.3 and minimum T ncs
access is 33.74ms; 708

the corresponding probability of detection is 90% and the 709

corresponding probability of false detection is 13.3%. 710

To validate effectiveness of proposed algorithms in achiev- 711

ing optimal parameters and calculating minimum access delay, 712

we compare BFS algorithm with Grid Search algorithm in 713

terms of obtainable minimum T ncs
access, using different com- 714

putational quantities for CHNCS. We also compare SAFS 715

with Exhaustive Search algorithm in terms of computational 716

quantity, to obtain minimum T cs
access for CHCS. Specifically, 717

Grid Search is defined as that, the search is operated on Tss 718

varied from 5μs to tssμs (5 < tss ≤ 5n, n = 1, 2, . . . , 400) 719

with interval of (tss − 5)/NTss

itera μs where NTss

itera is the 720

number of iterations that search on Tss. For each value of 721

Tss, the search on ε varies form 5 to ε(Tss)6 with interval of 722

(ε(Tss) − 5)/Nε
itera where Nε

itera is the number of iterations 723

that search on ε. Thus, the computational quantity of grid 724

search is equal to NTss

itera · Nε
itera and computational quantity 725

of BFS is NF · IMax (referring to Algorithm 1). Exhaustive 726

6ε(Tss) = 2erfc−1(2 − 2P̄I
Pb

)
�

fsTss(1 + 2γ) + fsTss(1 + γ), which
indicates that the search is operated under the interference probability con-
straint.
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Fig. 17. BFS vs. grid search with different computational quantities.

Fig. 18. Comparison between SAFS and exhaustive search in terms of
minimum T cs

access.

Search is the search operation that is executed on Tss varied727

from 5μs to Tslot with interval of 5μs in CHCS scenario.728

Fig. 17 shows the obtainable minimum T ncs
access with dif-729

ferent computational quantities when respectively using BFS730

and Grid Search. In Fig. 17, it shows that BFS consumes731

much less calculation (600 iterations of calculation) to get732

the optimal result than that of Grid Search (approximately733

1750 iterations of calculation). The results of comparing SAFS734

with Exhaustive Search are shown in Fig. 18, where there are735

20 SUs and 10 channels; the regular search step length and736

the minimum search step length in simulation are 25μs and737

5μs respectively. In Fig. 18, each blue point with dotted line738

represents each calculation. Due to the fact that SAFS is able739

to neglect most redundant calculations, SAFS can save much740

calculation resource as well as take less time to obtain the741

optimal parameters and minimum access delay in the CHCS742

scenario. From Fig. 18, one can observe that the optimal743

T cs
ss is 1.4×10−4s and the corresponding T cs

access is 0.0376s;744

the probability of detection and probability of false detection745

computed from the obtained optimal parameters are 90% and746

0.5% respectively.747

C. Performance Analysis748

In this subsection, the objective is to analyze cost and benefit749

of CHNCS over CHCS with optimal parameters (i.e., Tss750

and ε), in terms of minimum access delay and efficiency of751

establishing communication links.752

Fig. 19. Access delay performance in different scenarios.

Fig. 19 shows the minimum access delay obtained from 753

the proposed BFS and SAFS algorithms with different density 754

of pairwise SUs. In Fig. 19, as the density of pairwise SUs 755

increases, access delay of both CHNCS and CHCS increases. 756

Besides, access delay of CHNCS increases much more sharply 757

than that of CHCS when the density of pairwise SUs increases. 758

This can be explained by the fact that CHCS allows multiple 759

SU senders to transmit within a time slot with CS like DCF 760

based CSMA/CA, while CHNCS only allows one SU sender 761

to transmit in a time slot. This indicates that, SUs in the 762

CHCS scenario are likely to have more than one opportunity 763

to establish links in the current time slot while SUs in 764

the CHNCS scenario only have one opportunity. Moreover, 765

each failed transmission causes an extra ATSR time slots to 766

achieve another rendezvous. However, it is not always effective 767

to employ CS in CH-based distributed CRNs. In Fig. 19, 768

it shows that access delay of CHNCS is smaller than that 769

of CHCS when the density of pairwise SUs is small (e.g., the 770

density of pairwise SUs is smaller than approximately 20 for 771

M = 10). Furthermore, for CHNCS, access delay for M = 10 772

is larger than that for M = 20 when the density of pairwise 773

SUs is larger than approximately 10. This can be explained 774

by the fact that when density of pairwise SUs exceeds a 775

threshold (e.g., 10 for comparing M = 10 and 20), multi- 776

SU contention (i.e., Pc) impacts more on access delay than 777

CH-based rendezvous (i.e., Pren and ATSR). This can also 778

explain the results of comparing M = 10 with 30 (thresh- 779

old of density of pairwise SUs is approximately 15) and 780

M = 20 with 30 (threshold of density of pairwise SUs is 781

approximately 20). However, this ‘threshold’ is much larger 782

for CHCS, e.g., for comparing M = 10 with 20 the threshold 783

is approximately 200. The reason is that CS employed in the 784

CHCS scenario can avoid contention and reduce collisions. 785

Thus, the density of pairwise SUs needs to be large enough to 786

reach the intensity of contention when multi-SU impacts more 787

on access delay than CH based rendezvous. 788

Note that we aim to evaluate the efficiency of establishing 789

communication links in distributed CRNs by the CH scheme. 790

Indeed, in distributed CRNs without a central controller or a 791

CCC, the most important step as well as the first step is to 792

establish a link. Hence, we use communication establishing 793

link rate (CLBR) defined as the number of communica- 794

tion links built by pairwise SUs per second to evaluate the 795
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Fig. 20. CLBR performance in different scenarios.

Fig. 21. Minimum access delay performance with different m and W in
M = 10 scenario.

efficiency performance of CHNCS and CHCS. Specifically,796

CLBR can be calculated by797

CLBR =

⎧⎨
⎩

Np

TAD

, TAD > 1

Np, otherwise
798

where Np is the number of pairwise SUs (i.e., density of799

pairwise SUs). Fig. 20 shows the performance of CLBR for800

both CHNCS and CHCS with increasing density of pairwise801

SUs. In Fig. 20, CLBR for CHNCS first increase, and then802

decreases as density of pairwise SUs increases from 2 to 500.803

However, CLBR for CHCS always increases. This can also be804

explained by the fact that CS allows multiple SUs to transmit805

in a time slot. Besides, for CHNCS, when the number of806

channels is larger in CRNs, the CLBR is larger with increasing807

density of pairwise SUs. This is because larger number of808

channels can ease the contention of SUs on each channel.809

From Figs. 19 and 20, we can conclude that when there exist810

small number of SUs, it is better to not use CS in CH-based811

distributed CRNs.812

D. Impact Analysis of MAC Parameters813

The objective is to evaluate the impacts of MAC parame-814

ters (i.e., m and W ) on minimum access delay for CHCS.815

Figs. 21 and 22 show the minimum T cs
access varies with density816

of pairwise SUs in different scenarios. In the scenario that817

M = 10 in Fig. 21, the minimum T cs
access with smaller m818

and W increases faster when the density of pairwise SUs819

increases. Although the minimum T cs
access with smaller m820

and W is smaller when density of pairwise SUs is small821

Fig. 22. Minimum access delay performance with different m and W in
M = 20 scenario.

(e.g., approximately 140 for m = 1 and W = 8 comparing 822

with m = 3 and W = 64), it is finally larger than that 823

with larger m and W with increasing density of pairwise 824

SUs. However, in the scenario that M = 20 in Fig. 22, 825

the minimum T cs
access with larger m and W is much larger 826

than that with smaller m and W when density of pairwise 827

SUs is small (e.g., approximately 280 for m = 1 and W = 8 828

comparing with m = 3 and W = 64). This can be explained as 829

follows. When the number of SUs on each channel is small, 830

the CH-based rendezvous impacts more than multi-SU con- 831

tention, but CH-based rendezvous impacts less than multi-SU 832

contention when the number of SUs on each channel is large. 833

VIII. CONCLUSION 834

This paper proposes a tradeoff problem between spectrum 835

sensing duration and time slot duration for CHNCS and 836

a tradeoff problem between spectrum sensing duration and 837

contention transmission duration for CHCS, in distributed 838

CRNs from a cross-layer perspective. For both scenarios, 839

imperfect spectrum sensing in PHY layer and CH-based 840

rendezvous in MAC layer are jointly taken into consider- 841

ation. Specifically, we first derive the exact expressions of 842

the probability that SUs access channels being aware of 843

the impact of imperfect spectrum sensing. Then, by jointly 844

considering the impact of imperfect spectrum sensing and 845

CH-based rendezvous algorithm, we employ an absorbing 846

Markov chain to model the multi-SU contention transmission 847

process for CHCS and derive the probability of SUs success- 848

fully exchanging rendezvous information for both scenarios. 849

Furthermore, we formulate the corresponding access delay 850

models for both CHNCS and CHCS with the constraint of 851

interference probability to protect PUs’ activities. Finally, 852

we propose a bio-inspired algorithm to search for the optimal 853

parameters (i.e., sensing duration and detection threshold) for 854

CHNCS and propose a self-adaptive step length algorithm to 855

search for the optimal sensing duration for CHCS. Numer- 856

ical simulation results show that (i) the theoretical results 857

obtained from access delay models for CHNCS and CHCS 858

both match simulation results well, which indicates that the 859

access delay models for both scenarios well simulate SUs 860

establishing communication link in distributed CRNs; (ii) both 861

BFS algorithm and SAFS algorithm can effectively obtain the 862

optimal parameters of minimum access delay with consuming 863

less computational resource; (iii) in terms of access delay, 864
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when there exist fewer SUs (e.g., 20 for M = 10) the access865

delay of CHNCS is smaller than that of CHCS. However, when866

the number of SUs increases, the access delay of CHNCS867

increases more rapidly than that of CHCS. Besides, it can be868

concluded that with the number of SUs increasing multi-SU869

contention impacts more than CH based rendezvous on access870

delay; (iv) in term of CLBR, due to the intense collisions871

caused by increasing SUs, CLBR of CHNCS has worse872

performance than that of CHNCS; (v) similarly in conventional873

IEEE 802.11 DCF based wireless networks, proper values of874

m and W can effectively avoid the contention and collision875

caused by large number of SUs.876
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Cross-Layer Analysis and Optimization on Access
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Abstract— In channel-hopping (CH)-based distributed cogni-1

tive radio networks (CRNs), the time duration that secondary2

users (SUs) spend for establishing communication links is called3

access delay. To evaluate access delay, we propose an access4

delay model by jointly considering imperfect spectrum sensing5

and multi-channel multi-SU transmission, from the cross-layer6

perspective. The model considers two typical scenarios. The first7

scenario assumes that the SUs do not use contention scheme (CS)8

which indicates that the time slot is relatively shorter to just9

allow a transmission. The second scenario assumes that the10

SUs employ CS [i.e., modified Distributed Coordination Function11

(DCF)-based Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance12

(CSMA/CA) in this paper], which indicates that the time slot13

is long enough to regulate multiple transmissions. We then14

propose a bio-inspired algorithm for the first scenario and a self-15

adaptive step-length algorithm for the second scenario to search16

for the optimal values of spectrum sensing parameters. The17

theoretical analysis and simulation results validate the proposed18

access delay model and show that the proposed algorithms can19

reduce the most redundant computation. They also show that the20

optimization of cross-layer parameters can significantly decrease21

SUs’ access delay. Moreover, we conduct a cost-benefit analysis22

to evaluate the performance of the two scenarios.23

Index Terms— Blind rendezvous, cognitive radio networks,24

channel-hopping, optimization, spectrum sensing.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

COGNITIVE radio (CR) has emerged as an advanced27

and promising technology to exploit wireless spectrum28
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opportunistically. In CRNs, any pair of SUs are required to 29

locate each other on the spectrum to establish a communication 30

link, which is referred to as ‘rendezvous’ [1]. Typically, 31

employing a dedicated common control channel (CCC) is 32

manageable and effective to exchange rendezvous information. 33

Hence, most early works use CCC [2]–[4] to facilitate the 34

rendezvous process. However, the CCC design may be inflex- 35

ible or even fragile in highly dynamic networks scenarios, 36

especially in distributed CRNs. Thus, various CH algorithms, 37

which do not rely on any preassigned controller or CCC, 38

have been widely studied to tackle the rendezvous problem in 39

distributed CRNs. In these works [1], [5]–[10], [19]–[21], [26], 40

a sender SU and a receiver SU are described as Achieve Ren- 41

dezvous if they hop on a same channel in the same time slot. 42

The amount of time that they spend for achieving rendezvous 43

is called Time To Rendezvous (TTR). Even though CH-based 44

rendezvous schemes can overcome the drawbacks introduced 45

by CCC-based rendezvous schemes, TTR of CH scheme is 46

relatively longer due to the fact that SUs with CH scheme 47

have to hop on and access every available channel for any 48

potential rendezvous [9]. Hence, the key objective in designing 49

CH scheme is to minimize TTR. Most of these designs 50

focus on developing an effective CH sequence [1], [5]–[10], 51

[19], [20], [26]. However, SUs that achieve rendezvous cannot 52

always communicate with each other because of transmission 53

collision caused by multiple SUs hopping on a same channel 54

and transmitting at the same time. In this paper, the time dura- 55

tion taken by a pair of SUs for establishing a communication 56

link (i.e., successfully exchanging rendezvous information) is 57

called access delay. In distributed CRNs, the first step for 58

SUs is to establish communication links with each other. In 59

this sense, access delay is an important metric to evaluate 60

performance of forming distributed CRNs. 61

Contention scheme (CS) such as Distributed Coordination 62

Function (DCF) based Carrier Sense multiple Access/Collision 63

Avoidance (CSMA/CA), which allows multiple SUs to trans- 64

mit within the same time slot in a distributed manner, 65

is employed in many works to avoid collision [5]–[10], 66

[17]–[21], [27]. However, in this case, a long enough duration 67

has to be reserved in the time slot for SUs to contend for 68

transmission opportunities. Then, the access delay in CH 69

with CS (CHCS) may be large because it may take SUs 70

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright.
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Fig. 1. Transmission patterns for CHCS and CHNCS scenarios.

Fig. 2. Structures of time slot with different sensing durations for CHCS
and CHNCS.

multiple slots to achieve rendezvous with target SUs. In CH71

without CS (CHNCS), the time slot can be relatively short72

for only allowing one transmission of rendezvous information;73

thus, SUs may establish communication links with smaller74

access delay. The differences between these two scenarios75

are depicted in Fig. 1. As depicted in Fig. 1 (a), in CHNCS76

scenario, the transmission duration of a time slot only contains77

a RTS/CTS transmission or collision by multi-SU transmis-78

sion. However, for CHCS in Fig. 2 (b), though there may79

also exist collisions during transmission duration in the time80

slot, SUs may still successfully transmit RTS/CTS within the81

transmission duration; this is because that large transmission82

duration is reserved to allow multiple transmissions by using83

CSMA/CA. Comparing Fig. 1 (a) and (b), CHNCS has short84

duration of time slot but is easy to cause collision while CHCS85

allows multiple transmissions but has long transmission dura-86

tion. Hence, impacts of length of time slot and CS in CH on87

access delay should be analyzed to evaluate the performance88

of access delay in both CHCS and CHNCS scenarios.89

In order to protect primary users’ (PU) transmissions, SUs90

have to perform spectrum sensing to sense PUs’ activities91

on channels and avoid interferences. However, it is likely for92

SUs to perform imperfect spectrum sensing in practice. Once93

imperfect spectrum sensing occurs, SUs will either not access94

an idle channel (false detection) or access a channel that PUs95

are using (miss detection).96

The structures of time slot with different sensing durations 97

for CHCS and CHNCS are shown in Fig. 2. On the one 98

hand,long enough duration of spectrum sensing can provide 99

accurate sensing results that contribute to protect PUs and 100

avoid wasting transmission opportunities in both CHCS and 101

CHNCS. On the other hand, in the case of CHNCS, as shown 102

in Fig. 2 (a), long spectrum sensing time results in long time 103

slot, which may increase access delay; in the case of CHCS, 104

as shown in Fig. 2 (b), long spectrum sensing time results 105

in short contention time whereas multiple SUs should be 106

given long enough time to use CS for exchanging rendezvous 107

information on the rendezvous channel. 108

In this paper,1 we formulate the access delay model and 109

propose corresponding optimization algorithms for both CHCS 110

and CHNCS scenarios. The main contributions are as follows. 111

• We formulate the novel access delay model based on 112

the assumptions that SUs employ CS (i.e., CHCS) and 113

that SUs do not employ CS (i.e., CHNCS) respectively, 114

in CH based rendezvous; the model jointly considers 115

the impacts of imperfect spectrum sensing, specific CH 116

algorithm and multi-SU transmission under the constraint 117

of interference to PUs. 118

• We propose a methodology to analyze the number of time 119

slots consumed for rendezvous of CH algorithms, and 120

derive closed-form expressions of average number of time 121

slots consumed for the first rendezvous and successive 122

rendezvous. 123

• We propose a bio-inspired algorithm which employs 124

the firefly algorithm [13] to quickly search the optimal 125

parameters (i.e., sensing duration and detection thresh- 126

old) for CHNCS; we propose an algorithm which can 127

autonomously adjust step-length for searching optimal 128

parameters (i.e., sensing duration) for CHCS. 129

• We investigate the benefit and cost of establishing com- 130

munication links using CHNCS over CHCS in terms of 131

access delay and analyze performance of both CHNCS 132

and CHCS under different scenarios where there exist 133

different number of SUs and channels. 134

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 135

reviews related work. Section III describes the system model 136

and outlines the access delay problem. Section IV presents 137

analysis of multi-channel multi-SU access for both CHNCS 138

and CHCS. Section V presents analysis of channel hopping 139

algorithm where Sender Jump-Receiver Wait (SJ-RW) [9] 140

is taken as an example. Section VI presents optimization 141

algorithms on access delay for both CHNCS and CHCS. 142

Section VII presents simulation results and discusses impacts 143

of number of SUs and channels. Finally, Section VIII con- 144

cludes the paper. 145

II. RELATED WORK 146

There exist some works focusing on delay analysis and 147

optimization in CRNs [14]–[16], [23], [27]. Wang et al. [14] 148

study SUs’ queueing delay performance by taking a fluid 149

queue approximation approach in which queue dynamics is 150

1The part of the work studied in this paper is submitted to IEEE Globecom
2018 and is accepted.
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TABLE I

MAIN NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

represented as Poisson driven stochastic differential equations.151

Liang et. al [15] derive the average packet transmission delay152

for periodic switching channel scheme and triggered switching153

channel scheme, besides, for each switching scheme, they154

consider two types of real-time traffic, i.e., random burst of155

packets and Poisson arrival of packets. Even though these156

two works both consider multi-user contention in analyzing157

delay, they all assume that the spectrum sensing is perfect.158

Li et al. [16] analyze the expected per-hop delay incorpo-159

rating the sensing delay and transmission delay in multi-hop160

multi-flow CRNs, considering imperfect spectrum sensing and161

transmission contention, but the analysis lacks of consideration162

of spectrum access mechanism (e.g., CCC or CH). Moreover,163

there is a type of delay resulted from the specific character-164

istics of designing an opportunistic spectrum access scheme165

in CRNs, e.g., [23], [27]. Hossain and Sarkar [23] propose166

a MAC scheme for CH based rendezvous with analysis of167

medium access delay and queueing delay; though it is claimed168

that quorum CH algorithm is used to establish the rendezvous,169

the impact of neither CH algorithm nor imperfect spectrum170

sensing on delay is considered. Liu et al. [27] analyze the171

impacts of rendezvous failure and neighbor contention on172

optimizing time slot and propose a simple MAC scheme173

for slot-asynchronous CH based rendezvous. However, the174

analysis is mainly based on the assumption of one neighbor175

SU, and the analysis also lacks of consideration of imperfect176

spectrum sensing and specific CH algorithm.177

On the other hand, the increasing number of applications178

motivates the research on rendezvous-guaranteed CH sequence179

design (e.g., [1], [5]–[10], [19], [20], [26]). These works can be180

mainly divided into two categories: A) the design is based on181

the system or theory with inherent attribute like rotation clo-182

sure property (RCP) which can achieve guaranteed rendezvous183

with different delay offsets [e.g., disjoint difference set [5],184

quorum system [7], [19], balanced incomplete block design185

(BIBD) [10], [20]], and B) the design is based on partially-186

random scheme with set pattern like jump-stay (hop-wait)187

mainly employing Mod operation, e.g., [1], [6], [8] and [9].188

However, all above works fail to consider the impact of multi-189

SU transmission (e.g., collision). Therefore, Liu and Xie [21]190

analyze impact of collision and congestion on performance191

of rendezvous. They further develop a framework which can192

optimize system parameters to adapt to the dynamic network. 193

However, they do not take into consideration the impacts, 194

in practice, of detailed CH sequence and rendezvous scenarios. 195

Though the related works mentioned above focus on differ- 196

ent aspects of CRNs, they fail to jointly take into consideration 197

the impact of detailed operations in PHY layer (i.e., imperfect 198

spectrum sensing) and MAC layer (i.e., exchanging infor- 199

mation/data with specific CH or CCC scheme). Considering 200

detailed operations surely helps performance evaluation more 201

accurate. 202

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES 203

For better readability, Table I shows the key notations used 204

in describing our proposal. In this paper, we use different 205

superscripts (i.e., ncs for CHNCS and cs for CHCS) to 206

identify different functions and expressions which represent 207

the same meaning. 208

We consider a distributed CRN where there are N SUs 209

coexisting with PUs in the same geographical area. All SUs 210

and PUs share the same set of non-overlapping M channels, 211

and they all communicate with each other using a time-slotted 212

method. Each SU is equipped with a half-duplex radio which is 213

capable of detecting channel availability and switching among 214

these M channels. Given that the channel switch overhead 215

is in the order of microseconds [24] and the duration of a 216

time slot is in the order of milliseconds (e.g., 10 ms in IEEE 217

802.22 [11]), we consider that the channel switch overhead is 218

negligible. 219

SUs in distributed CRN are assumed to rendezvous 220

with each other and further establish communication links. 221

As shown in Fig. 3, a sender SU first senses the channel that 222

it hops on. If the channel is sensed as idle, then the sender 223

SU sends the rendezvous request (e.g., RTS) to try to establish 224

a communication link with its receiver SU. If the sender SU 225

receives the rendezvous acknowledgement (e.g., CTS) from 226

its receiver SU successfully, this pair of SUs setup the link. 227

However, if the channel is sensed as busy or the sender SU 228

fails to receive the rendezvous acknowledgement in current 229

time slot, it then hops on another channel in the next time slot 230

and continues the sensing-access process. Hence, each time 231

slot for both CHNCS and CHCS is composed of two parts: 232
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Fig. 3. Sensing-access process to establish communication link with CH
scheme in multi-SU CRN.

spectrum sensing duration Tss and transmission duration Ttr233

(shown in Figs. 1 and 2), i.e.,234

Tslot = Tss + Ttr. (1)235

In CRNs, channel state is determined by PUs’ activities.236

The PU’s traffic is modeled as a 1-0 renewal process [12]237

where “1” represents that the channel is busy in a time slot238

and “0” represents the channel is idle. To simplify the analysis,239

we assume that the channel state is steady during the time240

slot and the average time holding for state “1” is α and β for241

state “0”. Therefore, in any time slot, the channel is busy with242

probability Pb = α
α+β and idle with probability Pi = β

α+β .243

It is worth noting that the objective is to minimize access244

delay by optimizing both PHY and MAC parameters in245

CH-based multi-channel multi-SU distributed CRNs. Indeed,246

we do not consider data throughput (i.e., data transmission247

in a time slot) in the proposed access delay model. Hence,248

we assume that SUs, during Ttr, attempt to exchange only249

rendezvous information. Data transmission operations can be250

performed by SUs with some specific protocols ( [3], [11]).251

This assumption minimizes the impact of data transmission252

scheme on establishing communication links. Thus, we can253

establish a general purpose access delay model, which can be254

easily adapted to different protocols with specific transmission255

schemes.256

A. Spectrum Sensing257

To make the proposed optimization approach generally258

applicable, we adopt the widely used energy detection scheme259

[11], [12], [22] to perform spectrum sensing. Therefore,260

according to [12], the probability of false detection is then261

given by262

Pf (ε, Tss) = Pr(Y > ε|H0) =
1
2
erfc

(
ε − fsTss

2
√

fsTss

)
, (2)263

where Y is the sensing result which is the sum of samples,264

ε denote the detection threshold, fs represent the sampling265

frequency, H0 denotes the hypothesis that the licensed channel266

Fig. 4. Illustration of TTR and TSR. The “R” in gray blocks means the
rendezvous time slots and numbers represent channel indices.

is unoccupied and erfc(·) is the complementary error function 267

of the standard Gaussian [22]. Under hypothesis H1 that the 268

PU is active on the licensed channel, let γ = σs/σn denote 269

the PUs’ signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measured at the SUs’ 270

receiver; the probability of detection can be derived as 271

Pd(ε, Tss)=Pr(Y > ε|H1)=
1
2
erfc

(
ε−fsTss (1+γ)

2
√

fsTss (1 + 2γ)

)
, 272

(3) 273

and the probability of miss detection can be expressed as 274

Pm(ε, Tss) = Pr(Y < ε|H1) = 1 − Pd(ε, Tss). (4) 275

B. Access Delay 276

If the sender SU wants to establish a communication link 277

with its receiver SU, they should first achieve rendezvous by 278

following CH sequences. The process is depicted in Fig. 4, 279

where SUs spend Time To Rendezvous (TTR) to achieve 280

first rendezvous, or they have to spend Time of Successive 281

Rendezvous (TSR) for each rendezvous after they fail to 282

achieve the first rendezvous. The success or failure of each 283

rendezvous relates to two conditions: 1) Access the channel 284

as SUs sense the channel is idle (with probability PCSI ), and 285

2) SUs exchange RTS/CTS successfully on the rendezvous 286

channel (with probability PERI ). 287

PCSI relates to PUs’ activity and SUs’ sensing results. If Y 288

is smaller than ε, the channel is idle; this can be represented 289

as PCSI = Pr(Y < ε). Considering miss detection, false 290

detection and PUs’ activities, the probability of channel being 291

sensed idle is expressed as 292

PCSI = Pr (Y < ε|H0) Pr(H0) + Pr (Y < ε|H1) Pr(H1) 293

= (1 − Pf (ε, Tss)) · Pi + Pm · Pb. (5) 294

Let “A” denote the event that the channel sensed by a 295

SU is idle and “E” denote the event that the SU succeeds 296

in transmission contention. The probability PBL that the SU 297

establishes a communication link with its receiver can be 298

expressed as 299

PBL = Pr(AE) = Pr(A)Pr(E|A) 300

= PCSI(ε, Tss, Ttr) · PERI(ε, Tss, Ttr), (6) 301

where PERI(ε, Tss, Ttr) represents Pr(E|A). 302

Furthermore, let ATTR represent the average number of time 303

slots that SUs take for achieving the first rendezvous, and let 304

ATSR denote average number of time slots taken for successive 305
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rendezvous, then expected access delay TAD for CHNCS can306

be expressed as307

T ncs
AD = Tslot · [(ATTR + 1)PBL308

+
∞∑

n=1

PBL(1−PBL)n(ATTR+1+n(ATSR+1))]309

= T ncs
slot · [ATTR + 1 +

1 − Pncs
BL

Pncs
BL

· (ATSR + 1)].310

(7)311

where Tslot represents the duration of the time slot. Similarly,312

for CHCS, the access delay is313

T cs
AD = T cs

slot · [ATTR + 1 +
1 − P cs

BL

P cs
BL

· (ATSR + 1)] + Δ,314

(8)315

where Δ is average time duration consumed for contention in316

the rendezvous time slot.317

Both Eq. 13 and Eq. 14 indicate that SUs on average318

undergoes 1−P cs
BL

P cs
BL

rendezvous failures including failure in first319

attempt of rendezvous. The difference of access delay between320

CHCS and CHNCS lies on whether CS is employed or not,321

i.e., Tslot, PERI(ε, Tss, Ttr) and Δ.322

IV. ANALYSIS OF TRANSMISSION IN A TIME SLOT323

In distributed CRNs, SUs are likely to randomly select324

CH sequences generated by CH algorithm. Some existing CH325

algorithms [5], [7], [9], [10], [19], [20] are able to regulate SUs326

to hop uniformly between channels. Hence, we assume that327

each SU hops on and senses a specific channel with probability328

1/M . Then, the probability that the other ns SUs hop on and329

sense the same channel with the corresponding SU can be330

expressed as331

P (ns)=Cns

N−1 ·
(

1
M

)ns

·
(

M − 1
M

)N−1−ns

, ns≤N−1.332

(9)333

Once multiple SUs hop on the same channel and sense334

it as idle, they will transmit RTS/CTS immediately in the335

case of CHNCS or contend for the channel in the case of336

CHCS. In both scenarios, the SUs suffer from two kinds337

of failed transmissions: (a) collisions with SU’s and/or PUs’338

transmissions and (b) SUs fail to achieve rendezvous.339

Let Pc denote the probability of transmission collision, Pc340

can be expresses as341

Pc = P s
c + P p

c − P s
c · P p

c , (10)342

where P s
c (P p

c ) is the probability that the transmission collides343

with other SUs’ (PUs’) transmissions. Collisions with other344

SUs occur only when at least one of the ns SUs transmit. Let345

τ denote the transmission probability; P s
c can be expressed as346

P s
c =

N−1∑
ns=1

P (ns) · (1 − (1 − τ )ns). (11)347

The transmission collides with PUs’ transmissions only when348

miss detection occurs. Then, P p
c can be expresses as349

P p
c = Pm (ε, Tss) · Pb. (12)350

Fig. 5. Transmission scheme of IEEE 802.11 DCF adopted in CH-based
CRNs.

A. Multi-SU Transmission for CHNCS 351

In the CHNCS scenario, SUs only need to transmit 352

RTS/CTS for one time during the entire duration of the time 353

slot. Hence, Ttr is fixed and can be expressed as 354

T ncs
tr = tRTS + tCTS + SIFS, (13) 355

where tRTS and tCTS denote the transmission duration of 356

RTS and CTS respectively; SIFS is short for ‘short interframe 357

space’ defined in IEEE 802.11 standard. 358

Due to the fact that SUs in CHNCS will transmit imme- 359

diately once they sense the channel idle, τ for CHNCS in 360

Eq. (11) can be expressed as 361

τncs = 1. (14) 362

Then, PERI(ε, Tss, Ttr) for CHNCS can be expressed as 363

Pncs
ERI(ε, Tss, Ttr) = 1 − Pc(τncs). (15) 364

B. Multi-SU Transmission for CHCS 365

In the CHCS scenario, SUs employ CS to transmit 366

RTS/CTS on the same channel distributedly. Since IEEE 367

802.11 DCF-based CSMA/CA has been widely used in dis- 368

tributed wireless networks, we adopt the CS which is similar 369

to IEEE 802.11 DCF to regulate the transmissions in CHCS. 370

As the same in IEEE 802.11 DCF, when the backoff counter 371

decreases to zero, the SU starts to transmit; otherwise, it con- 372

tinues to decrease its backoff counter or freezes the counter 373

when it detects other SUs transmitting.2 The difference is 374

that, in conventional wireless networks, users do not need 375

to hop between channels during the contention-transmission 376

process, while, with slot-by-slot structure in multi-channel 377

CRNs, SUs have to hop on different channels after a fixed 378

period (i.e., Tslot). It may happen that after an SU wins a 379

transmission opportunity by CS, the time left in this time slot 380

is not enough for the transmission. To avoid this, a Reserve 381

Time (RT) (denoted by Trt) which has a minimal duration 382

required for exchanging RTS/CTS is placed in the end of each 383

time slot (see Fig. 5, for better clarity, the sensing operation 384

is ignored). Then, the durations of a transmission and RT are 385

expressed as 386

Ttx = tRTS + tCTS + SIFS + DIFS (16a) 387

Trt = tRTS + tCTS + SIFS. (16b) 388

2To avoid the channel busy time-inconsistency problem [17], each SU
freezes its backoff counter for a duration of Ttx when it detects a transmission
that is no matter successful or not.
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Fig. 6. State transition process of the corresponding SU in one time slot.

To derive P cs
ERI(ε, Tss, Ttr), we model the contention-389

transmission process as an absorbing Markov chain. The390

duration of T cs
tr is subdivided into Is backoff slots to construct391

a discrete time system; all backoff slots in each T cs
tr are labeled392

as 1, . . . , Is. Correspondingly, the durations of T cs
rt and T cs

tx are393

subdivided into Irt and Itx bakcoff slots, respectively. Note394

that if SUs fail to seize the opportunity within the first (Is−Irt)395

backoff slots, they will fail to establish communication links396

in current time slot. Hence, we only consider these (Is − Irt)397

backoff slots.398

During transmission contention process, as shown in Fig. 6,399

SUs may encounter one of the four possible events: 1) backoff400

operation, with probability pbf ; 2) backoff counter frozen due401

to other SUs’ transmissions, with probability pfz; 3) a failed402

transmission of the corresponding SU, with probability pft;403

and 4) a successful transmission of the SU, with probability404

pst. The probabilities of the four events can be expressed as405

pbf = (1 − τ) ·
N−1∑
ns=0

P (ns) · (1 − τ)ns (17a)406

pst = τ ·
N−1∑
ns=0

P (ns) · (1 − τ)ns (17b)407

pfz = (1 − τ) ·
N−1∑
ns=1

P (ns) · (1 − (1 − τ)ns) (17c)408

pft = τ ·
N−1∑
ns=1

P (ns) · (1 − (1 − τ)ns). (17d)409

According to Bianchi’s research [29], τ in Eqs. (11) and410

(17) can be derived as411

τcs =
2 (1 − 2pcs)

(1 − 2pcs) (W + 1) + pcsW (1 − (2pcs)m)
, (18)412

where W denotes the minimum contention window, m denotes413

the maximum backoff stage and pcs is the probability of a414

failed transmission. Considering failed transmissions due to415

failed rendezvous, pcs can be expressed as416

pcs = 1 − (1 − Pc) · Pren, (19)417

Fig. 7. One-step transition probability matrix of the absorbing Markov chain.

where Pren represents the probability that SUs achieve ren- 418

dezvous (details are in Section V). 419

In Fig. 6, SUs finally falls into one of the two absorbing 420

states: 1) “S”: successfully establishing a communication 421

link in current time slot and 2) “F ”: failing to establish a 422

communication link. We can formulate the canonical form of 423

one-step transition probability matrix P as 424

P =
[

Q R
0 I

]
, (20) 425

where I is the identity matrix and R is the probability matrix 426

of sates “S” and “F ” (see Fig. 7). 427

According to the Markov chain theory [30], the n-step 428

transition probability matrix without absorbing states can be 429

expressed as Qn in which the element (Qn)i,j is the (ij)th 430

entry of the matrix. (Qn)ij is also the probability that a 431

SU transits from state i to state j with n steps. Thus, the 432

probability pI
ij that an SU transits from state Ii to state Ij 433

can be expressed as 434

pI
ij =

∞∑
k=0

(
Qk
)
ij

. (21) 435

Let PI denote the transition probability matrix which 436

is composed of elements pI
ij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ Is − Irt). 437
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Fig. 8. Examples of rendezvous algorithms.

Since submatrix Q is a strict upper triangular matrix, PI can438

be expressed as439

PI =
∞∑

k=0

Qk =
Is−Irt∑

k=0

Qk = (I − Q)−1
. (22)440

In each time slot, an SU always starts from the beginning441

of the time slot (i.e., the state I1). Hence, PERI for CHCS442

can be expressed as443

P cs
ERI(ε, Tss, T

cs
tr ) =

(
PIR

)
11

=
Is−Irt∑

j=1

(
PI
)
1j

· pst. (23)444

Then, Δ can be expressed as445

Δ =
Is−Irt∑

j=1

j · (PI
)
1j

· pst. (24)446

V. ANALYSIS OF CH-BASED RENDEZVOUS447

A key condition for SUs to establish a link is to achieve448

rendezvous. For the sake of analysis, we assume that the PU449

activity is unchanged during the rendezvous process. Due to450

the fact that SUs can start a CH rendezvous process in a451

random time slot, the probabilities that SUs start hopping in452

time slot i or time slot j are equal. Then, the relationship453

between ATTR and ATSR is expressed as454

ATTR =
ATSR + 1

2
. (25)455

The A-type CH algorithms (see Section II) have inherent 456

regularity in CH sequences and thus it is easy to derive 457

ATSR of these algorithms. The B-type CH algorithms (see 458

Section II) usually use prime number modular arithmetic to 459

guarantee rendezvous, which can be seen as a circle walk 460

on a clock. However, the regularity and the periodicity of 461

these CH algorithms can still be derived via the analysis. The 462

regularity means that there are several rendezvous patterns 463

in a rendezvous algorithm, and all rendezvous scenarios are 464

contained in these rendezvous patterns. In each pattern, ren- 465

dezvous always occurs periodically, which is the periodicity. 466

We can employ the regularity to determine average number of 467

rendezvous slots in a periodicity. To be more specific, different 468

rendezvous patterns of the CH algorithm contain different 469

numbers of rendezvous slots (see Fig. 8). Then, the average 470

number of rendezvous slots in a periodicity with M channels 471

can be expressed as 472

E [RM ] =
Ω∑

ni
ren · pi

ren (∀i, i ∈ Ω), (26) 473

where ni
ren and pi

ren represent the number of rendezvous slots 474

in pattern i and the corresponding proportion respectively, 475

and Ω is set of all rendezvous patterns. 476

Fig. 8 shows examples of the regularity and the periodicity 477

of two typical CH algorithms (i.e., ACH [7] and JS [8]), where 478

there are 3 channels and time slots with the same underline 479

color belonging to same regularity. Because of the limited 480

space, we do not present detailed analysis of these algorithms. 481
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Fig. 9. Illustration of the rendezvous pattern.

Fig. 10. Examples of rendezvous patterns.

In this paper we take recent Sender Jump-Receiver Wait482

(SJ-RW) [9] as an example to analyze the ATSR due to483

its outstanding performance, which can represent the recent484

advance in this area. In SJ-RW algorithm, the period of the485

rendezvous pattern is M(M + 1) time slots. Every overlap486

of M(M + 1) time slots between any pairwise sequences487

(i.e., a sender’s and a receiver’s sequences) is equal to a488

rendezvous pattern with M(M + 1) time slots (see Fig. 9489

and refer to [9] for more details).490

In SJ-RW, the sender stays on a channel for a time slot491

while the receiver for M + 1 time slots. Hence, the sender492

repeats visiting one channel after visiting all channels when493

the receiver waits on the channel for M +1 time slots, which494

represents a rendezvous subpattern. More specifically, this495

indicates that if the repeating channel is the same channel496

that the receiver waits on, then during these M + 1 time497

slots there exist two rendezvous slots; we call this rendezvous498

subpattern as Two-Rendezvous Subpattern (see underlined suc-499

cessive time slots in Fig. 10), and the others One-Rendezvous500

Subpattern. Furthermore, if channel-visiting order of sender is501

the same with that of the receiver, then there will be M Two-502

Rendezvous Subpatterns and in total 2M rendezvous slots in503

a rendezvous pattern (see the second sequence in Fig. 10, i.e.,504

there are 3 Two-Rendezvous Subpatterns in this rendezvous505

pattern).506

We can determine that for a specific channel, if the sender’s507

channel-visit order of this channel is the same as the receiver’s,508

the Two-Rendezvous Subpattern occurs; otherwise, the509

One-Rendezvous Subpattern occurs. Furthermore, we can con-510

clude that permutations and combinations of Two-Rendezvous511

Subpatterns and One-Rendezvous Subpatterns are equivalent512

to the differences between sender’s and receiver’s channel-visit513

orders. This can be modeled as the Derangement Problem in514

Discrete Mathematics [28]. We refer to the same channel515

that the sender and receiver visit in a different order as the 516

derangement channel. According to the principle of inclusion- 517

exclusion, the number of patterns with k derangement channels 518

D (k) can be expressed as 519

D (k) = k!

(
k∑

r=2

(−1)r 1
r!

)
(k ≥ 2) . (27) 520

E [RM ] can be derived as 521

E [RM ] =
M∑

d=2

(2M − d) · Cd
M · D (d)

M !
+

2
(M − 1)!

, (28) 522

where d is the number of the derangement channels. Then, 523

ATSR can be expressed as 524

ATSR =
M (M + 1) − E [RM ]

E [RM ]
. (29) 525

From a long run of CH process, Pren can be derived as 526

Pren =
1

ATSR + 1
. (30) 527

Thus, we now get closed-form expressions of ATTR and 528

ATSR to further formulate access delay for CHCS and 529

CHNCS. 530

VI. OPTIMIZATION MODELS AND ALGORITHMS 531

The objective is to minimize access delays of both CHNCS 532

and CHCS by jointly optimizing ε and Tss, using the proposed 533

access delay model. In order to easily obtain optimized para- 534

meters in online applications, a Bio-inspired Fast Search (BFS) 535

algorithm for CHNCS and a Step-length Adaptation based Fast 536

Search (SAFS) algorithm for CHCS are proposed to search 537

for the optimal parameters and calculate the corresponding 538

minimum access delay, respectively. 539

A. Interference Probability Constraint 540

In order to ensure that PUs have the highest priority to 541

access spectrum, an interference probability threshold is set 542

to protect PUs from SUs’ interference in both CHNCS and 543

CHCS scenarios. 544

Actually, it is possible for SUs’ transmissions colliding 545

with PUs’ if miss detections occur and at least one SU 546

transmits during Ttr. Then, the interference probability can 547

be expressed as 548

PI(ε, Tss) = Pb · Pm(ε, Tss) · Ptra (31) 549

where Ptra is the conditional probability that at least one SU 550

transmits during Ttr, given that the channel is sensed idle. 551

B. Optimization for CHNCS 552

For CHNCS, due to Eq. (14), Ptra in Eq. (31) can be 553

expressed as 554

Pncs
tra = 1. (32) 555

Then, PI(ε, Tss) can be expressed as 556

Pncs
I (ε, Tss) = Pb · Pm(ε, Tss). (33) 557
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Fig. 11. P ncs
m vs. T ncs

access in varied Tss.

The optimization model on the access delay can be formu-558

lated as559

minimize
ε,Tss,

T ncs
AD560

subject to P ncs
I (ε, Tss) ≤ P̄I , (34)561

We run extensive simulations (i.e., exhaustive search on562

T ncs
ss ) to minimize T ncs

access; we found that the relation between563

Pncs
m and T ncs

access may not be monotone. For example,564

Fig. 11 shows that T ncs
access first deceases and increases with565

increasing P ncs
m . That is to say, for a given T ncs

ss and P̄I ,566

the optimal εncs
opt may satisfy P ncs

I (εncs
opt , T

ncs
ss ) < P̄I . Then,567

we use Firefly Algorithm [13] to develop a Bio-inspired Fast568

Search (BFS) algorithm to search for the optimal ε and Tss.569

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the algorithm.570

In Algorithm 1, Fncs
access is the formulation of access delay571

which can be obtained using Eqs. (5)–(7), (13) and (15).572

Rand(1) is the function that generates float number within573

(0,1). Light is the array of light intensity value of all fireflies,574

in ascending order. Lines 6-10 indicate that firefly i with575

smaller light intensity moves towards firefly j with larger576

light intensity and the step length is restrained by α, β and577

θ, which represent randomness factor, directional strength and578

absorption coefficient respectively. Lines 11-14 make sure that579

each firefly moves within the search range. Line 16 accelerates580

convergence of the firefly algorithm.581

C. Optimization for CHCS582

For CHCS, during T cs
tr there exist Is backoff slots; let P̂tra583

represent the probability that at least one SU transmits in a584

backoff slot. Ptra can be expressed as585

P cs
tra = 1 −

(
1 − P̂tra

)Is

, (35)586

where P̂tra can be expressed as587

P̂tra = 1 − (1 − τcs) ·
N−1∑
ns=0

P (ns) · (1 − τcs)ns. (36)588

Then, PI(ε, Tss) can be expressed as589

P cs
I (ε, Tss) = Pb · Pm(ε, Tss) · P cs

tra. (37)590

Algorithm 1 : BFS Algorithm for CHNCS
1: Input: number of fireflies NF , maximum number of iter-

ations IMax, search range of Tss (from T min
ss to T max

ss ).
2: Scaling of search range: SR = |T min

ss − T max
ss |

3: Initialize positions of NF fireflies: T i
ss = Rand(1)·SR and

εi = Rand(1) · ε̄(T i
ss)3

4: for I = 1 : MaxI do
5: Update Light Intensity Lighti of each firefly: Lighti =

1/Fncs
access(εi, T i

ss)
6: if Lighti < Lightj then

7: r =
√

(T i
ss − T j

ss)
2

+ (εi − εj)2.

8: β = (1 − βmin) · exp(−θr2) + βmin.
9: T i

ss = T i
ss(1 − β) + T j

ssβ + α(Rand(1) − 0.5) · SR.
10: εi = εi(1 − β) + εjβ + α(Rand(1) − 0.5) · ε̄(T i

ss).
11: if T i

ss ≤ T min
ss then T i

ss = T min
ss end if

12: if T i
ss ≥ T max

ss then T i
ss = T max

ss end if
13: if εi ≤ 0 then εi = 0 end if
14: if T i

ss ≥ ε̄(T i
ss) then εi = ε̄(T i

ss) end if
15: end if
16: α = (10−3

9 )
1

MaxI · α //reduce randomness
17: [Light, Index] = Sort([Light1, . . . , LightNF)
18: end for
19: Tss = Tss(Index) and ε = ε(Index)
20: T opt

ss = T NF
ss , εopt = εNF and T min

access = 1/LightNF

21: Output: the optimal Tss is T opt
ss , the optimal ε is εopt and

the minimum Taccess is T min
access.

Fig. 12. P cs
m vs. P cs

I in varied Tss.

The optimization model on access delay can be formulated as 591

minimize
ε,Tss,

T cs
AC 592

subject to P cs
I (ε, Tss) ≤ P̄I . (38) 593

According to Eqs. (4) and (35)–(37), P cs
I is an increasing 594

function of P cs
m (see Fig. 12). P cs

BL is also monotonically 595

increasing with respect to P cs
m (see Fig. 12). Besides, larger ε 596

results in larger P cs
m due to the fact that P cs

m is an increasing 597

3 ε̄(Tss) is the function of upper limit of ε that satisfy P ncs
I (ε, Tss) ≤ P̄I

for given Tss, which is erfcinv(1− P̄I
Pb

) ·2�fsTss(1 + 2γ)+fsTss(1+γ)

where erfcinv(·) is the inverse function of complementary error function.
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Algorithm 2 : SAFS Algorithm for CHCS
1: Input: regular search step length Sreg , minimum search

step length Smin, initial searching point T ini
ss , end search

point T end
ss .

2: Initialize access delay T 0
access for the given T ini

ss according
to F cs

access(Tss).
3: while T i

ss < T end
ss

4 do
4: T i

ss = T i−1
ss + Γ(λ)Sreg .5

5: Update T i
access with T i

ss according to F cs
access(Tss)

6: λi = (T i
access − T i−1

access)/(T i
ss − T i−1

ss )
7: if λi · λi−1 ≤ 0 then
8: for T j

ss = T i−2
ss : Smin : T i

ss do
9: Update T j

access with T j
ss according to F cs

access(Tss)
10: if T j

access ≤ T j−1
access then

11: T min
access = T j

access, T opt
ss = T j

ss

12: end if
13: end for
14: end if
15: end while
16: Output: the optimal Tss is T opt

ss and the minimum Taccess

is T min
access.

function of ε according to Eqs. (3) and (4). Hence, we have598

the following corollary:599

Corollary 1: The optimal values of ε and Tss, which satisfy600

P cs
I (ε, Tss) ≤ P̄I and minimize the access delay T cs

access are601

given by (ε∗, T ∗
ss), where P cs

I (ε∗, T ∗
ss) = P̄I .602

Proof: If we assume that the optimal values of ε and Tss603

exist such that P cs
I (ε∗, T ∗

ss) < P̄I , and there exists a ε0, such604

that ε0 > ε∗, then, we will have P cs
I (ε0, T ∗

ss) > P cs
I (ε∗, T ∗

ss)605

and P cs
m (ε0, T ∗

ss) > P cs
m (ε∗, T ∗

ss) resulting in P cs
BL(ε0, T ∗

ss) >606

P cs
BL(ε∗, T ∗

ss). Hence, we can conclude that for any given Tss,607

the optimal εopt must satisfy P cs
I (εopt, Tss) = P̄I608

Using Corollary 1, we can reduce the search space of609

(ε, Tss), and thus the search complexity, by converting610

a two-dimension solution space to one-dimension solution611

space. Then, we develop a Step-length Adaptation based Fast612

Search (SAFS) algorithm, to search for the optimal parame-613

ter T opt
ss and calculate the corresponding minimum T min

access.614

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code of the algorithm.615

In Algorithm 2, F cs
access(Tss) is the formulation of access616

delay function which can be obtained using Eqs. (5), (6), (8),617

(23) and (24). Γ(λ) is a function for adjusting step length of618

the search and is equal to Γ(λ) = e
1+e−λ2 − 0.65 where e is619

Euler Number; Sreg and Smin are 25μs and 2μs, respectively.620

Line 4 indicates that λ is the slope of at least one point between621

two adjacent step points (e.g., T i
ss and T i−1

ss ) on the curve622

of F cs
access(Tss) according to Lagrange Mean Value Theorem.623

Line 5 indicates that there is at least one minimum value of624

Taccess in [T i−2
ss , T i

ss] (i.e., where the adjacent slopes are625

neither positive nor negative). Then, in [T i−2
ss , T i

ss], exhaustive626

search on parameter Tss, is used to counteract the possibility627

of missing optimal value using the non-exhaustive search.628

4T i=0
ss represents T ini

ss .
5λ is initialized to 0.1 at the beginning.

TABLE II

SIMULATION PARAMETER AND VALUE

Fig. 13. Verification of access delay model for CHNCS with criteria of time
slot.

Fig. 14. Verification of access delay model for CHCS with criteria of time
slot.

VII. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS 629

In this section, the proposed model is validated and the 630

impact of spectrum sensing and multi-SU contention on access 631

delay is analyzed through extensive simulations. In simula- 632

tions, all SUs are randomly deployed within a space of 100m 633

× 100m, and each SU has a transmission range of 150m. The 634

Pi and Pb are both 0.5. The experimental results are mean 635

values from 150 independent simulations. Other simulation 636

parameters are listed in Table II. 637

A. Validation of Theoretical Model 638

In this subsection, we validate the rendezvous formula- 639

tion and multi-SU contention model in terms of time slots 640

taken for successfully establishing communication links, for 641

both CHNCS and CHCS without considering PUs’ activi- 642

ties. In simulations, SUs can hop on and try to establish 643

links on all channels (i.e., PCSI is equal to 1 for every 644

channel in the theoretical model). The results are shown 645

in Fig. 13 for CHNCS and Fig. 14 for CHCS. The theoretical 646

results perfectly match simulation results in Fig. 13 while 647
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Fig. 15. Access delay jointly impacted by sensing duration and detection
threshold in CHNCS scenario.

there are some slight differences between theoretical results648

and simulation results at some data points in Fig. 14. The649

reason is that, for CHNCS, the only impacting factor on time650

slots taken for successfully establishing communication links651

is the random time and channel of starting CH sequence,652

while for CHCS, another impacting factor is DCF in multi-653

SU contention (i.e., randomly selecting number of backoff654

slots). The impacts (i.e., randomly starting CH sequence and655

randomly selecting number of backoff slots) on number of656

time slots are also shown by error bar in Figs. 13 and 14.657

Specifically, as shown in Fig. 13, the number of time slots658

consumed increases exponentially when density of pairwise659

SUs is increased from 10 to 150 with M = 10, 20 and 30. The660

reason is that larger number of SUs causing more collisions661

which leads to much more time slots to establish links.662

Moreover, the standard deviation (i.e., range of error bar)663

increases with increasing density of pairwise SUs but664

decreases with increasing number of channels. This is because665

more collisions caused by larger number of SUs leads to much666

patterns of establishing links. For example, pairwise SUs may667

take either 7000 time slots or 3000 time slots to establish a668

link for M = 10 and N = 60. However, when the number of669

channels increases, which results in reducing average number670

of SUs on each channel, the collisions can be relieved; thus,671

standard deviation decreases.672

In Fig. 14, the relationship between the number of time673

slots and density of pairwise SUs shows basically linear with674

M = 10, 20 and 30. This can be explained by the fact that CS675

like DCF based CSMA/CA can further avoid collisions caused676

by large number of SUs on the same channel. This can be also677

reflected by the variation of the standard deviation which is678

smaller than that in Fig. 13.679

Statistically, the access delay formulations of both CHNCS680

and CHCS can well model SU’s characteristics in distributed681

CH-based CRNs.682

B. Validation of Proposed Algorithms683

The objective in this subsection is to validate the proposed684

algorithms. We run simulations in the scenario where M = 10685

and N = 20.686

Fig. 15 shows a 3-D plot of T ncs
access varying with Tss and687

ε, to reflect joint effects of sensing duration and detection688

Fig. 16. Result of BFS algorithm under M = 10 and N = 20.

threshold on access delay in CHNCS scenario, without con- 689

sidering the interference probability constraint. In Fig. 15, 690

Tss increases from 5μs to 300μs with interval of 5μs, and 691

ε increases from 5 to 1500 with interval of 5. For fixed ε, 692

T ncs
access first increases and then decreases and finally increases 693

sharply with increasing Tss. The difference of trends of T ncs
access 694

varying with ε for fixed Tss is that T ncs
access finally tends to be 695

stable. We observe that the optimal parameters are restricted 696

by the interference probability constraint stated in Eq. (41). 697

Without the interference probability constraint, the optimal Tss 698

and ε both tend to 0. This indicates that, without considering 699

PUs, SUs try to access every channel instead of operating 700

spectrum sensing. 701

Fig. 16 shows the result derived from BFS algorithm under 702

the configuration that the number of firefly is 20 and the 703

number of iterations is 30, with the constraint that PI is 704

5%. The parameters’ values used in the simulation are that, 705

βmin is 0.4, θ is 1 and α is 0.38. The best ‘firefly’ circled 706

with red line represents that the obtained optimal Tss is 707

57.8μs, optimal ε is 376.3 and minimum T ncs
access is 33.74ms; 708

the corresponding probability of detection is 90% and the 709

corresponding probability of false detection is 13.3%. 710

To validate effectiveness of proposed algorithms in achiev- 711

ing optimal parameters and calculating minimum access delay, 712

we compare BFS algorithm with Grid Search algorithm in 713

terms of obtainable minimum T ncs
access, using different com- 714

putational quantities for CHNCS. We also compare SAFS 715

with Exhaustive Search algorithm in terms of computational 716

quantity, to obtain minimum T cs
access for CHCS. Specifically, 717

Grid Search is defined as that, the search is operated on Tss 718

varied from 5μs to tssμs (5 < tss ≤ 5n, n = 1, 2, . . . , 400) 719

with interval of (tss − 5)/NTss

itera μs where NTss

itera is the 720

number of iterations that search on Tss. For each value of 721

Tss, the search on ε varies form 5 to ε(Tss)6 with interval of 722

(ε(Tss) − 5)/Nε
itera where Nε

itera is the number of iterations 723

that search on ε. Thus, the computational quantity of grid 724

search is equal to NTss

itera · Nε
itera and computational quantity 725

of BFS is NF · IMax (referring to Algorithm 1). Exhaustive 726

6ε(Tss) = 2erfc−1(2 − 2P̄I
Pb

)
�

fsTss(1 + 2γ) + fsTss(1 + γ), which
indicates that the search is operated under the interference probability con-
straint.
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Fig. 17. BFS vs. grid search with different computational quantities.

Fig. 18. Comparison between SAFS and exhaustive search in terms of
minimum T cs

access.

Search is the search operation that is executed on Tss varied727

from 5μs to Tslot with interval of 5μs in CHCS scenario.728

Fig. 17 shows the obtainable minimum T ncs
access with dif-729

ferent computational quantities when respectively using BFS730

and Grid Search. In Fig. 17, it shows that BFS consumes731

much less calculation (600 iterations of calculation) to get732

the optimal result than that of Grid Search (approximately733

1750 iterations of calculation). The results of comparing SAFS734

with Exhaustive Search are shown in Fig. 18, where there are735

20 SUs and 10 channels; the regular search step length and736

the minimum search step length in simulation are 25μs and737

5μs respectively. In Fig. 18, each blue point with dotted line738

represents each calculation. Due to the fact that SAFS is able739

to neglect most redundant calculations, SAFS can save much740

calculation resource as well as take less time to obtain the741

optimal parameters and minimum access delay in the CHCS742

scenario. From Fig. 18, one can observe that the optimal743

T cs
ss is 1.4×10−4s and the corresponding T cs

access is 0.0376s;744

the probability of detection and probability of false detection745

computed from the obtained optimal parameters are 90% and746

0.5% respectively.747

C. Performance Analysis748

In this subsection, the objective is to analyze cost and benefit749

of CHNCS over CHCS with optimal parameters (i.e., Tss750

and ε), in terms of minimum access delay and efficiency of751

establishing communication links.752

Fig. 19. Access delay performance in different scenarios.

Fig. 19 shows the minimum access delay obtained from 753

the proposed BFS and SAFS algorithms with different density 754

of pairwise SUs. In Fig. 19, as the density of pairwise SUs 755

increases, access delay of both CHNCS and CHCS increases. 756

Besides, access delay of CHNCS increases much more sharply 757

than that of CHCS when the density of pairwise SUs increases. 758

This can be explained by the fact that CHCS allows multiple 759

SU senders to transmit within a time slot with CS like DCF 760

based CSMA/CA, while CHNCS only allows one SU sender 761

to transmit in a time slot. This indicates that, SUs in the 762

CHCS scenario are likely to have more than one opportunity 763

to establish links in the current time slot while SUs in 764

the CHNCS scenario only have one opportunity. Moreover, 765

each failed transmission causes an extra ATSR time slots to 766

achieve another rendezvous. However, it is not always effective 767

to employ CS in CH-based distributed CRNs. In Fig. 19, 768

it shows that access delay of CHNCS is smaller than that 769

of CHCS when the density of pairwise SUs is small (e.g., the 770

density of pairwise SUs is smaller than approximately 20 for 771

M = 10). Furthermore, for CHNCS, access delay for M = 10 772

is larger than that for M = 20 when the density of pairwise 773

SUs is larger than approximately 10. This can be explained 774

by the fact that when density of pairwise SUs exceeds a 775

threshold (e.g., 10 for comparing M = 10 and 20), multi- 776

SU contention (i.e., Pc) impacts more on access delay than 777

CH-based rendezvous (i.e., Pren and ATSR). This can also 778

explain the results of comparing M = 10 with 30 (thresh- 779

old of density of pairwise SUs is approximately 15) and 780

M = 20 with 30 (threshold of density of pairwise SUs is 781

approximately 20). However, this ‘threshold’ is much larger 782

for CHCS, e.g., for comparing M = 10 with 20 the threshold 783

is approximately 200. The reason is that CS employed in the 784

CHCS scenario can avoid contention and reduce collisions. 785

Thus, the density of pairwise SUs needs to be large enough to 786

reach the intensity of contention when multi-SU impacts more 787

on access delay than CH based rendezvous. 788

Note that we aim to evaluate the efficiency of establishing 789

communication links in distributed CRNs by the CH scheme. 790

Indeed, in distributed CRNs without a central controller or a 791

CCC, the most important step as well as the first step is to 792

establish a link. Hence, we use communication establishing 793

link rate (CLBR) defined as the number of communica- 794

tion links built by pairwise SUs per second to evaluate the 795
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Fig. 20. CLBR performance in different scenarios.

Fig. 21. Minimum access delay performance with different m and W in
M = 10 scenario.

efficiency performance of CHNCS and CHCS. Specifically,796

CLBR can be calculated by797

CLBR =

⎧⎨
⎩

Np

TAD

, TAD > 1

Np, otherwise
798

where Np is the number of pairwise SUs (i.e., density of799

pairwise SUs). Fig. 20 shows the performance of CLBR for800

both CHNCS and CHCS with increasing density of pairwise801

SUs. In Fig. 20, CLBR for CHNCS first increase, and then802

decreases as density of pairwise SUs increases from 2 to 500.803

However, CLBR for CHCS always increases. This can also be804

explained by the fact that CS allows multiple SUs to transmit805

in a time slot. Besides, for CHNCS, when the number of806

channels is larger in CRNs, the CLBR is larger with increasing807

density of pairwise SUs. This is because larger number of808

channels can ease the contention of SUs on each channel.809

From Figs. 19 and 20, we can conclude that when there exist810

small number of SUs, it is better to not use CS in CH-based811

distributed CRNs.812

D. Impact Analysis of MAC Parameters813

The objective is to evaluate the impacts of MAC parame-814

ters (i.e., m and W ) on minimum access delay for CHCS.815

Figs. 21 and 22 show the minimum T cs
access varies with density816

of pairwise SUs in different scenarios. In the scenario that817

M = 10 in Fig. 21, the minimum T cs
access with smaller m818

and W increases faster when the density of pairwise SUs819

increases. Although the minimum T cs
access with smaller m820

and W is smaller when density of pairwise SUs is small821

Fig. 22. Minimum access delay performance with different m and W in
M = 20 scenario.

(e.g., approximately 140 for m = 1 and W = 8 comparing 822

with m = 3 and W = 64), it is finally larger than that 823

with larger m and W with increasing density of pairwise 824

SUs. However, in the scenario that M = 20 in Fig. 22, 825

the minimum T cs
access with larger m and W is much larger 826

than that with smaller m and W when density of pairwise 827

SUs is small (e.g., approximately 280 for m = 1 and W = 8 828

comparing with m = 3 and W = 64). This can be explained as 829

follows. When the number of SUs on each channel is small, 830

the CH-based rendezvous impacts more than multi-SU con- 831

tention, but CH-based rendezvous impacts less than multi-SU 832

contention when the number of SUs on each channel is large. 833

VIII. CONCLUSION 834

This paper proposes a tradeoff problem between spectrum 835

sensing duration and time slot duration for CHNCS and 836

a tradeoff problem between spectrum sensing duration and 837

contention transmission duration for CHCS, in distributed 838

CRNs from a cross-layer perspective. For both scenarios, 839

imperfect spectrum sensing in PHY layer and CH-based 840

rendezvous in MAC layer are jointly taken into consider- 841

ation. Specifically, we first derive the exact expressions of 842

the probability that SUs access channels being aware of 843

the impact of imperfect spectrum sensing. Then, by jointly 844

considering the impact of imperfect spectrum sensing and 845

CH-based rendezvous algorithm, we employ an absorbing 846

Markov chain to model the multi-SU contention transmission 847

process for CHCS and derive the probability of SUs success- 848

fully exchanging rendezvous information for both scenarios. 849

Furthermore, we formulate the corresponding access delay 850

models for both CHNCS and CHCS with the constraint of 851

interference probability to protect PUs’ activities. Finally, 852

we propose a bio-inspired algorithm to search for the optimal 853

parameters (i.e., sensing duration and detection threshold) for 854

CHNCS and propose a self-adaptive step length algorithm to 855

search for the optimal sensing duration for CHCS. Numer- 856

ical simulation results show that (i) the theoretical results 857

obtained from access delay models for CHNCS and CHCS 858

both match simulation results well, which indicates that the 859

access delay models for both scenarios well simulate SUs 860

establishing communication link in distributed CRNs; (ii) both 861

BFS algorithm and SAFS algorithm can effectively obtain the 862

optimal parameters of minimum access delay with consuming 863

less computational resource; (iii) in terms of access delay, 864
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when there exist fewer SUs (e.g., 20 for M = 10) the access865

delay of CHNCS is smaller than that of CHCS. However, when866

the number of SUs increases, the access delay of CHNCS867

increases more rapidly than that of CHCS. Besides, it can be868

concluded that with the number of SUs increasing multi-SU869

contention impacts more than CH based rendezvous on access870

delay; (iv) in term of CLBR, due to the intense collisions871

caused by increasing SUs, CLBR of CHNCS has worse872

performance than that of CHNCS; (v) similarly in conventional873

IEEE 802.11 DCF based wireless networks, proper values of874

m and W can effectively avoid the contention and collision875

caused by large number of SUs.876
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